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This report provides a summary of the review of the state of 
the art in simulated forces conducted to support the research 
objectives of contract N61339-89-C-0044, Research and Development 
for Intelligent Simulated Forces. The specific objective of thi s 
effort was to examine other research and development in the area 
of intelligent simulated forces and determine what concepts could 
be transferred to the project being undertaken by the University 
of Central Florida, Institute for Simulation and Training (IST). 
The review focused on ARMY ground based battlefield environments, 
specifically on heavy armored vehicle forces. The review 
provided a large data base of information on current efforts in 
modeling simulated forces and a basis for understanding th e 
requirements for simulated forces models; however, there appears 
to be little direct technology transfer to the IST effort. A 
number of shortcomings in existing approaches were identified . 
Several of these shortcomings are the focus of the resea rch being 
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INTELLIGENT SIMULATED FORCES 
STATE-OF-THE-ART ASSESSMENT 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report provides a summary of the review of the state-
of-the-art in simulated forces conducted to support the research 
objectives of Contract N6l339-89-C-0044, Research and Development 
for Intelligent Simulated Forces. The report is submitted in 
compliance with CRDL 004 of the above contract . The specific 
objective of this effort was to examine other research and 
development in the area of intelligent simulated forces and 
determine what concepts could be transferred to the project being 
undertaken by the Universi t y of Central Florida , Institute for 
Simulation and Training. The review focused on ARMY ground based 
battlefield environments, specifically on heavy armored vehicle 
forces . Other types of simulated forces activities were examined 
where the general transfer of technology might be available . The 
following sections outline the basic procedures used during the 
review, information sources , descriptions of several maj or 
activities, and findings of the study. A number of appendices 























The purpose of this report is to document the results of a 
study conducted to investigate the current DoD efforts in 
intelligent targets/simulated forces. This examination was 
undertaken to assess the effectiveness and resource requirements 
of current intelligent simulated forces efforts, and to provide 
guidance for future enhancements. 
2.0 APPROACH 
2.1 Overview 
Ongoing activities to develop simulated opposing forces 
models have been identified and data on these efforts gathered 
through the investigation of existing documentation and personal 
contacts. Information was sought on the types of hardware and 
software strategies currently in us e , the span of the force 
accommodated by the model , and the degree of intelligence and 
real ism shown. In addition, lessons learned, availabil i ty of 
models and databases, areas of improvement, strengths, 
weaknesses, and possible contacts were also examined . 
2.1.1 Procedures 
This section discusses the approaches taken to research thi s 
effort. Figure 1 summarizes the methods utilized to gather 
information. Subsequent paragraphs in this section provide 





















Directed Literature Searches 
Review of CBD to Determine Agencies Funding 





Figure 1. Simulated Forces Review Procedures. 
2.1.1.1 Directed Literature Search 
The directed 
on-li n e searches 
techniques . 
literature 
of maj or 
search 
data 
invol ved both computerized 
bases and manual search 
An o n-line search was performed us i ng the DIALOG 
computerized search system. This searc h identified more than 
three hundred (300) articles re l a t ed t o the key word list derived 
for simulated forces . A copy of the article listing is provided 
in Appendix A. Based on an examination of the titles , detailed 
abstracts were requested for sixty-eight of the articles. These 
abstracts were used to i dent ify specific articles to be reviewed 
for application to the Institute for Simulation and Training 
(1ST) proj ect. A copy of these sixty- eight abstracts is included 
in Appendix B. 
In addition to the computerized literature search , articles 




















conference and symposium proceedings. Some of the proceedings 
represented include those from Interservice\Industry Training 
Systems Conferences, the Florida Artificial Intelligence Research 
symposium, the Annual AI Systems in Government Conference, and 
the Summer Simulation Conference. Documentation pub I ished by 
both Perceptronics and BBN for SIMNET Intelligent Simulated 
Forces was also extensively examined during the course of the 
literature review. A bibliography of the material examined as 
part of the manual literature review is presented in Appendix C. 
Based on the above literature reviews, copies of the books, 
papers, and articles deemed relevant were acquired from several 
sources , and placed on file in the 1ST library. All material 
contained in the 1ST library is available for review upon 
request. Additionally, 1ST library information has been shared 
with the PM TRADE data base on a limited basis. A copy of the 
titles and 1ST library file numbers of articles of relevance to 
the simulated forces effort is contained in Appendix D. 
2 .1.1.2 Commerce Business Daily Postings 
A second potential source of information on existing or new 
simulated forces research and development was derived from a 
review of recent issues of the Commerce Business Daily. This 
analysis was used to identify government agencies funding work in 
this topic area and identify points of contact for follow-up as 
necessary. The Commerce Business Daily pUblications for the 
months of January 1989 through July 1989 were reviewed for 
postings that related to intelligent simulated forces. sixteen 




















organizations were the Rome Air Development Center, the Naval 
Underwater Systems Center, Kirtland Air Force Base, the Defense 
Nuclear Agency, and the Naval Training Systems Center. These 
organizations posted an interest in funding work in the area of 
intelligent simulated forces; 
investigated in the course of 
the respondent 
this 1 i terature 
firms were not 
search. This 
review indicated a wide interest in simulated forces models 
across a very diverse group of government agencies. The 
orientations of these efforts were evenly distributed across 
ground, air, sea and general battlefield environments. A list of 
the sixteen postings related to simulated forces resulting from 
this review is included in Appendix E. 
2.1.1.3 Direct Contacts 
Under this category of direct contacts, four different 
approaches for information gathering were employed. The first 
involved personal contacts with individuals whom 1ST knew were 
involved in some manner with simulated forces modeling. The 
second and third techniques involved direct discussions with 
vendors identified as part of the literature review; either at 
their facilities or at 1ST. A total of fourteen vendors were 
queried on their activities in simulated forces modeling through 
these direct discussions. Finally, contacts with several 
individuals/companies were made at conferences. Vendors from 
whom informat i on was received include the Software Engineering 
Institute at Carnegie-Mellon University, Fort Leavenworth, 
Perceptronics, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, SPARTA, 





















addition, a peer review of the BBN SIMNET s i mulated forces effort 
held at DARPA was attended to obtain a better feeli ng for the 
state of this effort. The vendors contacted as part of this 
activity are listed in Figure 2. 





Lawrence Livermore Laboratories 
eel, Inc. 
Fort Knox 






Los Alamos Laboratories 
BDM 
Fort Leavenworth 
PAR Government systems 
Figure 2. List of Primary Contacts . 
3.0 RESULTS 
The following sections provide a summary of the findings of 
thi s review. Topics examined include emphases of various 
efforts, hardware strategies, software strategies, and basi c 
shortcomings of existing activities in this area . Brief 
descriptions of a number of the major efforts in simulated forces 
are also provided. 
3.1 Emphasis of Modeling Approaches 
In the major activities that were examined, the emphases of 




















classified into two categories. The first category can be 
referred to as Intelligent Simulated Forces. This category is 
exemplified by the BBN approach to SAFOR (Semi-Automated Opposing 
Forces) . BBN focuses on developing simulated forces models which 
can be embedded in a simulation environment for training 
troops/crews. This type of effort tends to focus on the 
development of models which exhibit realistic micro behavior at 
the individual vehicle to company level. The second category of 
models can be classified as Battlefield Simulation. This type of 
model is often more oriented toward training at the commander 
level. It tends to deal with larger units of the force and seems 
to emphasize exercising of strategies and tactics. The program 
efforts appear to be evenly divided between the two categories of 
models. 
In some cases, there has been an attempt to develop a model 
which effect i vely encompasses both classes of models. This is a 
difficult task because the training goals of the two types are 
very different. Though the emphasis of the BBN SIMNET SAFOR 
effort is aimed at the development of an intelligent simulated 
force model, there has been an attempt to extend it to extremely 
large battlefield environments which provide a degree of command 
training as well. At the peer review of the BBN SAFOR conducted 
by DARPA in August, 1989, the team of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) experts on the review committee viewed this attempt to make 
the BBN SAFOR fit both model categories as one of the potential 
problems . The experts felt that this was a clear example of a 





















application for which it was designed, but began to break down 
when extended to cover both classes of models. The consensus was 
that the different goals of the two categories of models 
precluded making a model which met both purposes effectively. 
Given current technology, it appears that it is necessary to 
develop specialized models for each type of emphasis. 
This conclusion is somewhat perplexing because there is a 
logical relation between the two types of models. It would 
appear that it should be possible at a minimum to transfer 
simulation concepts between the two categories, but the 
differences in modeling techniques for intelligent simulated 
forces and battlefield simulation appear to preclude this 
currently. The inability to develop a single model that 
encompasses both types of model applications, or transfers 
concepts between the classes of models, appears to be a 
limitation of the current state of intelligent systems 
understanding and technology. The area of applied intell ige nt 
systems technology is still effectively in its infancy. 
Hopefully, in time, given a better understanding of th e 
requirements and a more mature intelligent systems technology, it 
will be possible to build more generic models th a t c a n 
effectively and efficiently encompass both applications. 
Unfortunately, however, it is beyond the state-of-the-art at this 
time. 
3.2 Hardware Environments 















intelligent simulated forces and battlefield 
approaches tend to be very different. 
simulation 
Simulated forces type models, which have a higher degree of 
individual vehicle intelligence, generally utilize some type of 
LISP processor. This type of computational resource is needed 
for AI rule-based models which impart the intelligence to the 
model. This may be supplemented by other computing resources to 
provide the calculation capabilities needed to handle other 
simulation tasks. A prime example of this additional computing 
resource is BBN's use of a Butterfly parallel processor in 
addition to the Symbolics computers. While most simulated 
forces' developers took this approach, some, such as PAR, utiliz e 
PC 286/386 class machines for the simulation, while still 
utilizing AI techniques. In general, intelligent simulated force 
models have been somewhat smaller and have been h osted in the 
workstation environment rather than mainframe environment. 
Battlefield simulation mod els tend to use a more 
conventional hardware environment, such as a VAX configuration. 
This is a function of the software approach , described below, 
which tends to be stochastic and hence requires such 
computational capabilities. Additionally, this class of model 
tends to simulate a muc h larger force, which also drives the 
computational needs. 
3 .3 Software strategies 
The two classes o f simulation models also tend to vary in 



















forces category have a large AI component. In the state-of-the-
art models, this intelligence component is usually rule based. 
The primary software implementations in these models tend to be 
at the LISP programming level or use a blackboard approach. Some 
modeling efforts, including those at PAR, have employed expert 
system shells. Additionally, languages, such as c++ and 
SMALLTALK, have been used to develop intelligent simulated 
forces. 
Of the three potential AI implementation approaches (low 
level languages, tools, and shells), the predominant approaches 
are low level language and tool implementations. This is 
somewhat explainable because both shells and tools generate such 
software overhead that hardware, with its limitations on speed, 
has been unable to effectively support such approaches. As more 
efficient high level tools and shells are developed and the price 
of hardware falls, speed limitations should become minimal. The 
maturation of efficient expert system shells should provide a 
significant advancement in the state-of-the-art, because models 
will be able to be developed faster and more efficiently, and , 
most importantly, will be more easily modifiable. 
Though there are no major examples of neural network 
technology in the current simulated forces area, the application 
of this technology to model intelligence appears to be unde r 
examination. As this technology matures, it is expected to also 




















The battlefield simulation models are all basically 
stochastic/ deterministic programs. The most common programming 
language for this class of simulations is FORTRAN . Other 
language s , s u ch as C, may be o f equal efficiency for this 
application, but they have not been widely used to date . 
One aspect of the software strategies that needs to be noted 
is the general lack of use of ADA in simul ated forces models. 
Because ADA is the DoD standard programming language, the 
feasiblity of implementing or reimplementing simulated forces 
models in ADA must be examined. Battlefield simulation models do 
not appear to impose major problems to ADA implementation. Rule 
based intelligent simulat ed forces models will be more difficult 
to convert to ADA. These rule based models tend to rely on 
specialized LISP code, which has no direct parallel in ADA . It 
is not impossible, however, to implement expert systems in ADA. 
PAR Government Systems , for example, has developed severa l expert 
systems tools to support their simulation work . One of the 
tools, Embedded Rule- Based System (ERS) , was originally developed 
in C. PAR has recently developed an ADA version of thi s tool. 
Hence, there is some initiative within industry to address the 
need to meet ADA requirements in the development of simulated 
forces models. 
3 . 3 . 1 Summary Table 
Table 1 identifies the major efforts examined as part of the 
review. Both the company o r agency responsible and the 



















were examined to determine appl icable concepts. General insights 
were obtained from these models, but few concepts had direct 
transfer to the 1ST simulated forces project. 
TABLE 1 











AWS1M - computer simUlation of 
Combined Arms Close Combat 
CACTUS - LISP Based, Goal 
Oriented Force Simulation 
CBTSIM (BBS) - Computer Battle 
Simulation 
Context Dependent simulated 
Forces 
Battle Command Integration 
Program 
ConMod - Automated, large scale 
AirLand Battle Simulation 
at corps Level 
BASE - Brigade Automated 
Simulation Exercise 
3 . 3 . 2 Description of Several Major Models 
A brief synopsis of each model in Table 1 is provided in the 
following sections. 


















mention of the relevant activities at PAR Government Systems is 
warranted. The PAR activities were not included in Table 1 
because their previous modeling efforts have not been in the 
ground based battlefield environment . However, their work for 
government agencies has produced a number of tools relevant to 
simulated forces modeling. The tools that PAR has developed to 
aid their activities are public domain due to the funding source, 
and include both expert system shells and an AI blackboard 
development tool. The PAR tools are available in several 
languages and operating environments. 












A list of the available 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
MS DOS 
XENIX V 2.3 
UNIX 4.X BSD 













C++ VAX UNIX 4.3 BSD 
XENIX V 2 . 3 
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Conflict simulation Laboratory 
The Conflict Model (ConMod) 
The Conflict Mod el (ConMod) is an automated, high 


















the Conflict simulation Laboratory (CSL). The mission of CSL is 
to simulate conflict in order to evaluate the utility of the 
weapons developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. As 
such, the emphasis at CSL is somewhat different from battle simu-
lations developed for training purposes. ConMod appears to be 
the CSL product most useful for the intelligent simulated forces 
effort. 
ConMod explicitly models the military command a nd control 
hierarchy using an object-oriented approach. It is designed to 
operate at the corps level, with the capability to model 
echelons-above-the-corps. Echelons below the 





lower echelons, to coordinate with parallel echelons, and to sub-
mit status reports to higher echelons. ConMod has an easily 
learned graphic user interface. 
ConMod separates modeling the physical world of actua l 
force -on-force conflict from the cognitive world of military 
Command and Control. This delineation could facilitate us ing 
ConMod as an intelligent command and control interface to a 
SIMNET SAFOR. In this configuration, the model or simulation of 
the physical conflict would be replaced by an interface to the 
SIMNET environment. Customizing the force structure for the 
SIMNET SAFOR should involve creating the appropriate data files, 
because ConMod appears to be a data driven system. 
ConMod is written 
system. The graphics 
in ~DA, and runs on 
user interface is a 
14 


















ADA is claimed to be portable between ma-
3.3.2.2 Texas Instruments 
Command, control, and Communications Testbed 
CACTUS 
CACTUS is Texas Instrument's entrant in the tactical 
decision support arena. CACTUS runs on Texas Instrument's 
Explorer LISP machine. CACTUS offers three models; command and 
control, agent-world interaction, and agent-agent interaction. 
The command and control model simulates the features of the 
battlefield domain, inc luding: 
1. an agent organization of the force structure, from unit 
(platoon of 3- 5 vehicles or 20-30 men) to regime nt or 
brigade; 
2 . res ource configuration and allocation, 
commanders can reorganize the lower level 
cross-attaching them to other formations; 
whereby 
agents by 
3 . imperfect control simulated by limiting the command 
resources, which represent the limited ability of 
headquarters to assess data and plan. The allocation 
and conservation of command resources are an important 
part of the command and control process. Formation 
commander agents are represented by headquarters units, 
which are subject to disrupt ion and destruction by 





















Al so , the cumulative effects of losses 
can result in formations be comi ng 
unresponsive to orders; 
imperfect information, where information flow is 
constrained with the use of bandwidth and hosti le 
interference. Message activity is limited by the flow 
of simulated time. The agent is forced to make 
judgments concerning the value of the information sent 
versus the cost of sending it. A unit will make better 
decisions about communi cations by mode ling o ther 
agents' probable knowledge . The repo rts received from 
the simUlation system describe activities v iewed by the 
unit's simulation entity. Probabilistic visibility 
models and dynamic line of sight calculations are 
c ombined to d e termine what informa tion the simulation 
reports to the units; 
a v a riety of agent c a pabiliti es a r e avai l able, 
inc luding models of 40 different unit t ypes , each with 
a number of weapon systems, movement characteristics , 
and defensive ratings. Multiple unit types can be 
present within a s ingl e formation. 
In the Agent-World model, the terrain is represented at the 
lowes t leve l as hexagona l cells, or hexes. The t err a in within a 
hex is assumed to b e homogene ous. The bounda r y between adjacent 
hexes may have associated properties as well. Ea c h hex also h as 














to the horizontal scale, so that all simulation calculations are 
done in terms of hex-widths and not feet or meters. This is 
important if the scale is changed. A feature oriented model of 
the terrain i s provided where contiguous masses of like hexes are 
collected and an appropriate cultural feature extracted. 
Movement may be impeded by difficult terrain; the 
specification of difficult depends upon the mobility class of the 
unit. The deployment mode (march/column or combat/deployed) and 
the maximum speed achievable are other unit specific considera-
tions. Road networks are also included in the terrain character-
ization for movement. 
Comba t may also be affected by terrain. CACTUS includes 
line of sight calculations taking into account all aspects of the 
terrain (elevation, cover, obstacles, and smoke). units may use 
surrounding terrain for concealment and securing dug-in fire 
positions if they explicitly state when they are attempting to 
conceal themselves . Future fire combat is then modified to 
re f lect the lower probability of successful destruction of con-
cealed units. 
Two models are available in the Agent-Agent Interaction. 
Agents can communicate with each other through both visual and 
electronic means. Visual contact features include t errain 
concealment, use of chemical and incendiary smoke, and thermal 
sights. Electronic communication devices are individually simu-
lated, and a model of signal transmission determines the inter-














Combat is the second mode of agent interaction. Individual 
weapon systems are characterized by effectiveness versus various 
target classes. Ammunition load and rate of fire constraints are 
imposed to limit fire. Range effects on accuracy and 
effec tiveness are modeled. Unit types are rated for passive 
defense capabilities. Combat losses incrementally reduce the 
combat power of units. Losses reflect destruction and disabling 
of unit components . Combat is resolved as it occurs, with both 
sides able to initiate fire with eligible units at a given in-
stant . The form and content of communication between planning 
age nts through the simulation system network is unconstrained 
beyond the requirement that it be text so that transmission times 
can be determined. 
Automated commanders have been constructed to add a degree 
of intelligence . Low level formations behave realistically 
because they are controlled by knowledge based systems . 
Probabilistic models are used to vary the responses of the forma -
tions within the range of intelligent options for a given situa-
tion. 
The interface is based on 
sequence of menus. The agents are 
invokes knowledge based SUbsystems. 
user interaction through a 
partially automated; the user 
Any number of such subsys-
tems can be integrated into the agent system. As more functions 
are automated, the user participation could be reduced to inspec -














The planner does not have direct access to the mechanics of 
the simulation system . The planner can demand retrieval of less 
common information; reports on enemy unit sightings, friendly 
unit status, and combat results are volunteered. 
Two areas of improvement have been targeted by Texas 
Instruments. The first is the distribution of the objects and 
processes of the simulation over multiple TI Explorer LISP ma-
chines. The second is the realism of the simulated communication 
network. The current model is object oriented, so modification 
is transparent to the rest of the simulation; only the respon-
siveness of the simulated devices is planned for change. 
3.3.2.3 I Corps/Fort Lewis Battle Simulations center 
Brigade Automated Simulation Exercise 
BASE 
The Brigade Automated Simulation Exercise (BASE ) l oca t e d a t 
Fort Lewis, Washington, is represented in a three -d i mensiona l 
data base where elevation is defined to the neares t 100 me ters. 
The map may be scrolled and zoomed to display an a r ea 3-4 km 
square, or moved through six different zoom levels t o display an 
area 30-4 0 km square. Four different types of symbo l s can be 
chosen to picture units including standard tactical symbols and 
icons. Speed of movement is affected by the terrain, weathe r, 















At Fort Lewis, the commander curre ntly has three choices of 
geographical locations: the Fulda region of West Germany, the 
NTC at Fort Irwin, and the Sinai Desert. Terrain disks for South 
Korea and Yakima Firing Center in Washington are being obtained. 
other battle centers use different areas. The commander can 
interpret the map by drawing a fan around a specified point, 
shading in the deadspace areas, and drawing a vertical cross 
section of the terrain between the two points, or by displaying a 
three-dimensional perspective drawing that simulates how the 
surrounding terrain would look to a person standing on the 
ground. 
When the enemy is within sight of the Blue unit s , the enemy 
symbol shows. If the commander tell s the computer to engage the 
enemy, the computer determines the results of the engageme nt 
based on the types of equipment and weapons used, the t a rget I s 
posture, terrain condit~ons, light and weather data, and range . 
Engagement results determine how many personnel, weapons, and 
vehicles (mobility or catastrophic kill) were lost. In a ddition, 
BASE offers othe r features, including calculation of a mmun i tion, 
POL expenditures and required resupplies , and artillery fire, 
including chemical and nuclear munitions, illumination and smoke . 
It also offers close air support and reconna issance mission, Army 
aviation/ air mobile operations, air defense artillery, electronic 
warfare, remote sensors, and night observation devices. 
The first step in the preparation for the BASE exercise is 
for the training unit commander to formulate training objectives 














achieve them. Decisions include the task organization, location 
of the scenario, and the type of mission to be fought. 
The task organization is critical. The scenario can be 
tailored to fit almost any brigade or battalion size unit. A 
BASE software technician constructs a unit data base that exactly 
replicates the unit and slice units included in the Modification 
Table of Organization and Equipment. After the training unit 
data base is designed, the commander decides what generic type (a 
del ibera te attack, a delay, rear area operations, etc.) 0 f 
mission to conduct. The BASE intelligence officer/oppos ing force 
(OPFOR) specialist, the unit commander, and the S2 discuss what 
configuration of OPFOR would best fit the unit training 
objectives, and what broad based course of action the OPFOR 
should take. Then the BASE software technician constructs an 
OPFOR data base similar to that for the training unit. Finally, 
someone from the training unit or its higher headquarters writes 
the actual higher h ead quarters operations order, which th e 
commander presents to his staff when the unit arrives at BASE. 
The hardware required by BASE includes a computer system 
with eight different workstations. Each worksta tion consists of 
a CORVUS computer and assorted peripherals, including a 19 inch 
color monitor, a printer and a mouse. CORVUS stand-alone 
microcomputers are networked into a disk server . A 
communications system designed to replicate four radio nets is 
hard-wired allowing the unit to run a command net, an admin/log 














the commander and his staff can talk to all their subordinate 
commanders according to their tactical SOP. Video cameras 
monitor the area so that the control building can see what is 
happening. Off-site CPs may be set up, and hooked up to AN-GRA 
39 (communication terminal) remotes. Alternatively, long-
distance sites may be chosen if wire is laid or radios are 
connected remotely. 
A strength of BASE is the decision aiding computer based 
interactive expert system COTES (combat orders training and 
evaluation system). COTES I s objective is to aid the decision 
making process by collecting, analyzing, and arranging data for 
input into operations orders, appendices, annexes, and reports. 
Some of the features offered in COTES are: 
1. 
2 • 
provides information on the details for planning fire 
support, obstacle emplacement and other actions; 
has course of action analyzer to graphically array 
specific opposing forces and visualize the possible 
flow of the battle; 
3. computes personnel and equipment losses, line-of-sight, 
movement rates, combat power ratio, and r ange fans; 
4 . 
5. 
displays Soviet-type doctrinal templates; 
workstations may be operated individually or linked 
toge ther; 
















the unit BASE exercise. 
The hardware required by COTES consists of three 
workstations, each with a computer, two monitors, floppy disk 
drive, printer, and a mouse. 
Valuable lessons have been learned through the use of BASE. 
For example, experience indicates that most of the learning takes 
place in the after-action review. Also, the use of slice units 
is more realistic and provides better staff training when the 
unit participants are actually there. 
3 . 3 . 2 . 4 Combined Arms Center (CAC) 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 
Battle Command Integration Program (BCIP) 
The Battle Command Integration Program is the Army's effort 
to consolidate and coordinate all aspects of command and control. 
BCIP is located at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, under the aegis of 
the Combined Arms Center. BCIP has been developed to provide the 
structure for a comprehensive command and control system. The 
CAC C2 Integration Council has been organized to ensure that C2 
systems designed at the CAC are integrated and coordinated. 
The initial steps taken by the BCIP include: 
1. Battle Command Training Program (BCTP), an exercise 
system for division and corps commanders and staffs in 
a command post environment; 




















classroom facility to train Command and General Staff 
College Students utilizing command and control 
automation devices; 
3. Future Battle Laboratory (FBL) , a research facility 
dedicated to future requirements for systems, doctrine, 
tactics, and procedures; designed as a facility where 
students, faculty, contractors, and other selected 
personnel can conduct research relating to C2, and also 
as a test bed for the evaluation of currently fielded 
C2 systems . 
4. National Simulation Center (NSC) , a center to support 
training and analysis through simulation. 
In addition, the BCIP is foreseen as the vehicle to develop 
norms for command and control, and develop and validate doctrine, 
tactics, techniques, and procedures for future systems. The BCIP 
is expected also to improve the capability to model C2 processes, 
establish a "world class" opposing force (OPFOR), and create a 
full range of simulations for worldwide use. The Army plans to 
coordinate the use of BCIP with fielded programs; an example is 
using the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) to exploit 
lessons learned at BCIP, while BCIP studies the use of the data 
housed at CALL's database. Finally, the Tactical Commander's 
Development Program (TCDP) has been another development from the 
BCIP. The TCDP is an effort to bolster the training of battalion 





















3.3.2.5 sparta, Inc. 
AWSIM 89 
Sparta has been involved in several simulated forces efforts 
for a variety of clients. The simulation model designed by 
Sparta with the most relevance to the goals of the 1ST simulated 
force project is AWSIM 89, sponsored by MICOM, AMSAA, AND LABCOM. 
AWSIM is a computer simulation of close combat. AWSIM is a high 
resolution, quick response simulation useful as a flexible, 
sophisticated force effectiveness analysis tool, and respected 
within the Army analysis community. It includes combined arms 
such as armor, infantry, aircraft, AD, and artillery. It has a 
digitized terrain, with smoke and artillery dust effects. AWSIM 
simulates up to battalion/ regiment scenarios. 
AWSIM evaluates the battlefield utility of weapons. It has 
maneuver, search, acquisition, and engagement functional models, 
in addition to a detailed laser weapon model. Sparta has both 
stochastic and event-sequenced modeling philosophies . The 
stochastic modeling includes probability distribution sampling 
using the Monte Carlo technique. Many replications yield an 
outcome distribution. The event-sequenced modeling allows for 
events to occur instantaneously. The clock jumps from event to 
event, with c ontinuous processes modeled in fixed time steps. 
AWSIM was 
transportability. 
lized in AWSIM's 
developed using standard Fortran 77 for 
Structured programming techniques were uti-














top-down flow, with mnemonics, naming conventions, and a logical-
ly partitioned data structure. Its sophisticated support soft-
ware offers dynamic memory allocation, an interactive database 
editor, and event processing and list processing routines. 
AWSIM utilizes existing models in its design. For example, 
the terrain representation, line-of-sight determination, vehicle 
movement, and armor/ anti-armor weapon effects approaches and 
algorithms were obtained from Carmonette. EOSAEL87 contributed 
its natural atmosphere, smoke and dust effects. The passive 
target acquisition code came from CCNVEO/ AMSAA, the laser weapon 
effects from LELAWS, the laser active detection performance from 
PHI, and the air defense weapon effects from INCURSI ON. 
The Army interacted d'.lring AWSIM' s development and review. 
During development, AMSAA, TRAC/ WSMR, USAIS, LABCOM, CECOM , 
CACDA, MICOM, VAL, AND CCNVEO all held simulation/ modeling 
reviews. AMSAA proffered substantial modeling guida nce in the 
areas of air defense, artillery effects, infantry weapons, a nd 
laser weapon effects. AWSIM code is installed on VAX computers 
at the government facilities at AMSAA, MICOM, AND LABCOM. AMSAA 
also has AWSIM on CRAY hardware. AWSIM was approved in August of 
1987 for Directed Energy weapon analysis by the mUlti-agency army 
Directed Energy Modeling Committee chaired by LABCOM, and was 
recommended for validation by DUSA-OR in early 198 9 . 
The s cenarios available in AWSIM are the European Mechani zed 
Infantry Defense (DAZER scenario), and the TRADOC High Resolution 
















armored/dismounted assault by two companies on a dismounted u.s. 
platoon. It is fully operational, and has been exercised in 
several studi es. The TRADOC scenario is an intense armor battle 
between aU. S. Armor Battalion and a soviet Motorized Rifle 
Regiment. The TRADOC scenario is also fully operational, and has 
been exercised in an unconventional beam weapon study. 
3 . 3 . 2 . 6 perceptronics 
computerized Battle simulation 
CBTSIM (BBS) 
BBS is a system to train and exercise brigade and/ or 
battalion commanders and staffs in the conduct of the AirLand 
Battle. Using the CBTSIM battalion level model originally 
designed for the Australian Army as a base, BBS is patterned 
using distributed processing architecture. Each station in a 
local area network has all the computational power, data and 
communications means necessary to complete their assigned 
function on a stand alone basis. This information is then shared 
with the other stations. 
six types of workstations are represented in the BBS 
simulation. Higher control (HICON) is the workstation re-
sponsible for the overall control of the game. Maneuver worksta-
tions are responsible for managing and controlling the ground 
units which fight the battle. Artillery (ARTY) workstations are 
responsible for managing and controlling artillery firing and 
support units assigned or attached. Air support and air defense 














rotary and fixed wing missions, and coordinate air defense sup-
port. Personnel and logistics (PERSLOG) workstations are also 
available, as are ENEMY. Enemy workstations are responsible for 
all of the same functions for threat forces as are controlled by 
the Maneuver, ARTY, AIR/ AD and PERSLOG workstations. 
BBS utilizes IBM or compatible hardware combined with video 
disc technology. The Australian COMBAT-SIM utilizes an IBM PC/AT 
or compatible, with an IBM PC Net Adapter card, an IBM Game card, 
a Hercules Monochrome Graphics card, 2-14 MB RAM expansion, a 20 
MB HD, and an IBM Monochrome Monitor. Additionally, the system 
requires an lEV 1-60512 Color Graphics Generator, a Pioneer LDP 
6010 Video Disc Player, a Sony PVM1910QM Color Monitor, a Poly tel 
Keyport 300, a Keyboard, a Hayes Joystick, and an Okidata 
printer. Seven stations are used for battalion level exercises, 
with ten required for brigade play. BBS systems will perform in 
the same manner, with exception for changeable data peculiar to 
tactics and doctrin e . A ten station system linked by LAN 
produces warfare in real time, with updates every 15 seconds (and 
many events reported in under one second), for up to 128 units, 
50 air strikes, and 50 artillery missions. The US Army has also 
asked Perceptronics to ensure that BBS can operate on Digital 
Equipment MicroVAX II networked microcomputers so that on-hand 
hardware may continue to be of use. 
Functions of the system include representation of the threat 
raised to the division level with assets appropriate from the 
combined arms army. US data can be expanded to include 100 














smoke missions, 600 mines and obstacles, 120 hours of continuous 
data recording, 10,000 square kilometers of terrain, 30 equipment 
types per unit, and 175 equipment types in the system . BBS also 
offers a weapons effectiveness matrix upon which its conflict 
algorithm is based. For each weapon, vehicle, or system, there 
is a performance profile (data), plotted over range and based on 
mission status against various types of targets. Mathematical 
probabili ties associated with a weapon's terminal effects are 
based on detection of the target, identification, ability to 
acquire and whether or not a hit was recorded are included. 
BBS' three modes of operation are: 
1. single echelon battalion staff exercise, wherein only 
the battalion commander and his staff are in the field ; 
2. multi-echelon exercise for both brigade and battal i on 
staffs , which places both the brigade and battalion 
commanders and staffs in the field requiring th e 
control staff to represent division leve l activ ities; 
3. a brigade staff exercise, which places only the brigade 
command and his staff in the field, with the 
subordinate battalion commanders and staff activities 
represented in the control room. Combat is resolved a t 
the individual weapon. Results are reported by platoon 
and section to the company role player to the battalion 
players. 














calculations are computed from the center of mass of unit symbol. 
The level of resolution required is entered during initialization 
and determined by the training objective for the exercised unit. 
The greater the detail (i.e., data describing platoons and 
sections), the greater the degree of flexibility in making 
decisions and reports. However, beyond a point, the large number 
of reports could overload the simulation I s report writing 
process. The videodisc map display allows each workstation to 
pan and zoom independently, provide a cross-sectional view, and a 
perspective or three-dimensional view from a specified target 
location in addition to the use of an intervisibility fan which 
indicates dead ground. Weather conditions are specified during 
game initialization, and may be changed at any time. Also during 
initialization, each unit to be played is given a sta rting 
location . Speed is limited to the speed of the slowest equipment 
in the unit, in addition to the constraints placed by the type of 
terrain, degree of suppression, and MOPP status. Minefields and 
obstacles can be emplaced or cleared at any time during a n 
exercise. Conflict can only be initiated by a role player, ba sed 
upon a tactical decision to employ direct fire, indirect fir e , 
aerial bombardment, or a combination of the three and th e 
resources available . Direct fire is aimed at a unit, indirect 
fire at a grid coordinate. 
3.3.2.7 perceptronics 
context Template-Driven SAFOR 
Modeling and Simulation 





















a semi-automated force that will allow SIMNET to successfully 
scale up to a larger warfighting capability by reducing manning 
requirements and crew stations. This predominantly procedural 
and rule-based SAFOR would be implemented in the LISP language on 
BBN's Butterfly machines. The technical approach is a "divide 
and conquer " methodology that uses "context templ a tes" (an 
enumeration of all the relevant variables that pertain to the 
prevailing context used as a basis for determining the relevant 
rule set from the ex~sting rule base) to partition the existing 
rule base and eliminate the "overhead " rules that res ult from ad 
hoc introduction of context. The overall context of operation is 
des igned as a multidimensional network of nodes that are associ -
ated with specific states of the system and interconnecting arcs 
that specify the conditions for proceeding from one state to the 
next. The SA FOR behaviors associated with the context template 
are invoked and executed until completion, or suspended if a 
significant event occurs that requires a change in the context 
template. If such an event occurs, the SAFOR behavior associated 
with the prevailing template is aborted and behavior associated 
with the new template started. 
A state vector (the collection of all the situationally 
relevant variables and their current values) is assoc iated with 
the SAFOR node for each echelon represented and "controlled" by 
the node. Anyone of three types of events or actions may alter 
the values of one or more variables in the state vector, which 
will change the state vec tor. These three events are: 





















2. Own actions/decisions; 
3. Subordinate unit request/reports. 
Frames representing an important perspective that ultimately 
contributes to SAFOR behaviors preprocess raw state vector 
information and convert it to tactically meaningful information 
with all supporting assumptions and conditions. 
After aggregating the relevant information from each of the 
frames, the current context is determined. The context template 
that is nearest to the current context in some sense becomes the 
current context template. SAFOR behaviors are stored in a 
segmented rule base. Each segment corresponds to a specific 
context temp l ate, which is invoked and executed when a context 
template fires. 
The knowledge bases that support context templates will be 
developed utilizing standard knowledge engineering techniques . 
Interview with subject matter experts, and a review of pertinent 
Army literature will result in a knowledge base that will then be 
refined by testing to assess if individuals and units actually 
behave in acc ordance to expectations and doctrine. The des ign 
objective for force behavior is to assume a level of intelligence 
of the semi-automated force and maximize tactical efficiency on 
both sides. 
Perceptronics intends to allow multiple levels of decision-
making autonomy. The distribution of functions allocates some 
tasks strictly for the SAFOR station operator, some to be shared 





















monitor/override only, some for machine with machine request for 
help, and some tasks for machines only. 
Several technical issues dealing with defining the scope, or 
bounds of all possible SAFOR models are involved with the 
development and implementation of this proposed system. These 
include: 
1. How many unique contexts are there that subsume all 
valid SAFOR behaviors?, 
2. How many factors affect a given context?, 
3 • How does one ensure that all context templates 
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive? 
these really have to be mutually exclusive?, 
are 
Do 
4. How are rules associated with contexts?, 
5. Ho\<,' can we exhaustively categorize key tactical 
behaviors (features)?, 
6. How do we establish the adequacy and sufficiency of the 




3 . 3.2.8 
What data should we collect in SIMNET?, 
How will "learning" occur in the SIMNET environment and 
how long will it t ake?, 
HO\<,I do we refine behavior based on experience? 





















SIMNET Semi-Automated OPFOR 
BBN has designed a semi-automated OPFOR of platoon, company 
and battalion size to support the SIMNET-D FAADS program. The 
goals of the OPFOR project are: 
1. to represent enemy units with behavior sufficiently 
rea listic so that an observer will be unaware that the 
vehicles seen are not manned by human crews, and 
2. to provide large numbers of OPFOR vehicles without 
requiring large numbers of humans as crew. 
BBN I s OPFOR system is semi-automated, with a supervisory 
control operator familiar with Soviet doctrine and tactics 
required. The operator is expected to input orders to the system 
at a high level, and may drop down the command chain at will, and 
interrupt, modify, or override any automated system behavior. 
Deviation from Soviet dogma must be deliberate and planned. The 
SAFOR operating logic is designed to execute human command 
guidance in operationally realistic ways by applying doctrine to 
carry out high level directives. certain decisions have been 
reserved for the human operator, such as change of missions, 
approval of fire support and CAS targets, commitment of reserves , 
movement or artillery, reconstitution and reorganization starts, 
movement of logistic installations, and the firing and lifting of 
final protective fires. All interaction between the human and 
automated components of the system are in the form of Operations 





















Guiding objectives in the development of the SIMNET OPFOR 
include the desire to exercise large forces with a very limited 
number of people at extremely low costs, retain the semi-
automated force's identity, uniqueness, special attributes, and 
distinguishability, require man in the loop at critical decision 
points, and allow both sides to fight to win in a fair fight. 
BBN plans for the workstation to have variable levels of 
inte lligence. The Battalion Commander and staff can issue orders 
via voice communication (phone or radio) to all OPFOR personnel 
under their c ommand. 
In the initial OPFOR proj ect, four SYMBOLICS worksta tions 
r epresent the critical command posts for the Red Team , allowing 
the operators to control the vehicles organized according to 
Soviet doctrine, on the S IMNET simulated battlefield. One 
workstation supports the function of the Rotary Wing Air 
Direction Officer and one supports the Fixed Wing Air Direction 
Officer fu nction. Additionally, there are two Company 
Headquarters Workstations, one under the command of a Tank Compa-
ny Commander , and one under the command of a Motori zed Rifle 
Company Commander. The Tactics display portion of the worksta-
tion screen provides a plan view of the battlefield above inter -
active menus which offer extensive lists of commands a nd options 
for monitoring and control I ing the OPFOR vehicles and assets 
under the operator's control. The workstation's interface to the 
SIMNET local area ne twork, over which informat ion packets are 






















The OPFOR models the TBO Main Battle Tank, the BMP Infantry 
Fighting Vehicle, the 152 mm 2S3 Self Propelled Gun, the Hind 
Hel icopter equipped with either the AT-6/SPIRAL or AT-3 / SAGGER 
Anti tank Guided Missile, and the FROGFOOT Fixed Wing Aircraft. 
The values of the constants that are used by the OPFOR system 
have been derived from the values being used in the SIMNET 
simulations of comparable vehicles, published sources, and/ or 
generated by the developers. These values can be easily changed 
if more accurate values become available. 
An intervisibility algorithm is used by OPFOR to determine 
whether targets are visible, partly visible, or invisible. The 
algorithm will detect both terrain and structural obstacles. 
Detector and target features, in addition to terrain and behavior 
are the parameters used for target detection probabil i ty 
modeling. Hit probability is determined by range, weapon and 
ammunition type, and situation. Combat damage modeling for the 
OPFOR vehicles uses the same model as SIMNET, but with diffe rent 
probabil i ties. Information constraints have been modeled in an 
effort to limit the quali ty, quantity, and timeliness o f 
battlefield information available to the OPFOR operator. 
3 . 4 Assessment of Shortcomings 
Based · on the review of the state-of-the-art in simulated 
forces, several shortcomings were identified. Several of these 
shortcomings are directly related to the research areas being 
pursued under the 1ST simulated forces project. The shortcomings 
























Intelligent simulated forces and battlefield 
simulations are quite similar in that they both attempt 
to simulate the behavior of vehicles, tactics, and 
combat engagements on a terrain data base. Discussions 
of these models tend to sound very alike in their basic 
descriptions and functionality . However, because of 
the differences in software implementations, the 
possibility of transferring concepts between these two 
parallel types of models is limited. 
The models, when developed, tend to be fixed. That is, 
modification of the rule base (necessary, for example, 
if the behavior of the model is inadequate) on which 
intelligent simulated forces models are dependent 
requires intervention by a skilled programmer. A basic 
problem is how to develop a method for on-line 
modification to the rule bases by non-programmers . 
The semi-automated forces have picked a particular 
level of human intervention for implementation, which 
requires that the operator know a rigid set of skills 
to effectively operate the simulated force model . 
Hence, certain types of people must be available to run 
the model. This is not a luxury that exists all the 
time. There is need for a more flexible interface that 
permits a wider variety of people to operate the 























behavior. To provide effective training, the behavior 
of the force should effectively be independent of the 
human skill. If a degraded level of expertise for the 
simulated force is desired, it should be provided 
through biases in the program, not limitations of the 
operator. without this structure, there is no way to 
effectively control the training environment. 
One of the shortcomings of some semi-automated forces 
models is that the role of the human operator does not 
correspond to actual individual crew or commander 
positions. Accordingly, all operators of the modeled 
simulated force have to be extensively trained t o 
effectively operate all facets of the simulated force. 
The operators I differing levels of expertise a nd 
ability provide an opportunity for the behavior of the 
force to be degraded. Add it ionall y, the tra ining 
required restricts operator availability. Ideally, the 
role of the human operator should correspond t o actual 
roles to maximize the potential operator population and 
minimize the need for special training to operate the 
simulated force model. 
The final shortcoming, the manner in which huma n 
int.e rvention has been implemented in previous models, 
may be a symptom of the problems of the shortcomings 
discussed above. The trend in past models has been to 























Because each model has a 
for human intervention, the 
scheme of intervention is prevented from being generic 
and transferable. The goal should be to develop a 
generic implementation that is applicable to a wide 
variety of force size models. 
Several of the shortcomings discussed above are directly 
related to the research areas being pursued under the IST 
simulated forces project (Contract Number N61339-89-C-0044). 
This project offers IST the opportunity to develop a testbed on 
which to examine and test different ideas for transferring 
knowledge from Subject Matter Experts to simulations, and for 
varying the amount and type of human intervention required to 
direct the simUlations. This state-of-the-art assessment for 
simulated forces is a deliverable under that contract. 
4 . 0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There has been a significant amount of r esearch a nd 
development devoted to developing models of simulated forces . 
The earliest efforts were devoted to developing battlefield 
simulations that could be used for command and control trai ning. 
While this type of simulated force modeling has continued, in 
recent years there has been an increasing interes t in the 
development of intelligent simulated forces models . This rise 
has paralleled increasing interest and capabi lity in th e 
intelligent/ expert systems area. While some of these 





















simulations, an interest has arisen in developing intelligent 
simulated forces models which can be used to augment the training 
of combat units, from the individual unit through company levels. 
This new emphasis has paved the way for new concepts in simulated 
force model development which are leading to an ever increasing 
state-of-the-art capability. 
This review has pointed out that although the classes of 
simulated forces models have related objectives, they have tended 
to vary significantly in structure and implementation. This has 
inhibited the cross-fertilization of concepts between the two 
types of models. While this barrier still exists, it is expected 
that technological advances in the next generation may provide a 
vehicle for converging these two classes of simulated force s 
models. 
The type of mod e ls classified as intelligent simulated 
forces in this review reflect the emphasis of the simulated 
forces research being conducted by 1ST for PM TRADE and DARPA. 
By f a r, the most sophisticated model in this class is the BBN 
model developed to support the SIMNET e nvironment . Wh i le th is 
model has many limitations, it was the first major effort in this 
area. It represents a major learning experience a nd has achieved 
an impressive degree o f success within its design constraints. 
It stands a s the state-of-the-art in intelligent simulated 
forces. New concepts which build upon the experience of the BBN 
effort (for example, Perceptronics concept of a context drive n 
simulated forces model) are being investigated. Significant 





















the-art completely achieves the goals and capabilities of a full 
scale intelligent simulated force model, but the state-of-the-art 
is advancing rapidly and is expected to continue to do so . 
Several key shortcomings were identified in current 
simulated forces efforts. Two of these correspond to the 
research initiatives being pursued by 1ST. There is a need for 
techniques t o facilitate the ease of modifications to simulated 
forces databases. These techniques are necess a ry to more 
effectively refine / modify/ augment the behavior of the mo d e l 
without extensive programming intervention. without this 
capability, the generalizability of the models and the tailoring 
of models to specific or changing combat environme nts cannot be 
rea lized eff i ciently. There is also a need for a semi-automa ted 
opposing force offering a variable user inte r face th a t ca n 
accommodate controllers with different levels of expe rtise . Such 
an environmen t would most likely require the use o f a rtif i c ia l 
intell igence and expert systems techniques in addition to 
tra ditional hardware and s oftware de sign paradigms . 
In conclusion, while significant advancement has be en ma de 
in thi s a rea of simulation modeling in recent years , ma ny issues 
rema in to be resolved. The observation of these mode ls as they 
evolve has been a major source of insight for future 
improvements . In addition, new approaches base d on a dva nced 
knowledge based or neural network based modeling technique s 
should provide the opportunity to significantly enhanc e the 





















type of model to future combat training have been establ ished. 
Now, the iterative evolution of intelligent simulated forces must 
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Use of Ada technology for the design and implementation 
of large distributed systems in the context of the Columbus 
space station program was assessed by developing in Ada a 
prototype of an on-board data management system (DMS). 
Results and lessons learned by applying a virtual node approach 
together with hierarchical object oriented design contribute to a 
better understanding and management of the use of Ada technology. 
This approach provides the definition of a development 
framework very well adapted to the Columbus DMS context. By 
defining applications and services software as Ada virtual nodes 
it is possible to design the whole system as a single Ada 
program, structured ac<;:ording to the architecture adopted for 
DMS. The applications could be developed in parallel on 
geographically distributed sites and be validated individually 
using this initial model and the corresponding interface 
specification. The final integration process could 
concentrate on the operational validation of the system in 
distributed configuration (the functional validation in 
centralized configuration being obtained at the end of the first 
phase). The efficient implementation of this method requires 
support tools for: checking the rules imposed by the virtual 
node approach; and scanning virtual node specifications (Ada 
packages) in order to generate a surrogate software layer to 
provide syntactically transparent communication between virtual 
nodes located on distinct physical processors. 
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The Clouds project is well underway to its goal of building 
a unified distributed operating system supporting the object 
model. The operating system design uses the obj ect concept of 
structuring software at all levels of the system. The basic 
operating system was developed and work is under progress to 
build a usable system. 
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The goal of the Qlisp project at Stanford is to gain 
experience wi th the shared-memory, queue-based approach to 
parallel Lisp, by implementing the Qlisp language on an actual 
multiprocessor, and by developing a symbolic algebra system as 
a testbed application. The experiments performed on the simulator 
included: 1. Algorithms for sorting and basic data structure 
manipulation for polynomials. 2. partitioning and scheduling 
methods for parallel programming. 3. Parallelizing the 
production rule system OPS5. computer programs. (jes) 
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speci fying logical concurrency by using mul ti tasking. 
Extending the Ada multitasking concurrency mechanism into a 
physically concurrent distributed environment which imposes its 
own requirements can lead to incompatibilities. These problems 
are discussed. Using distributed Ada for a target system may be 
appropriate, but when using the Ada language in a host 
environment, a multiprocessing model may be more suitable than 
retargeting an Ada compiler for the distributed environment. 
The tradeoffs between multitasking on distributed targets and 
mul tiprocessing on distributed hosts are discussed. comparisons 
of the multitasking and multiprocessing models indicate 
different areas of application. 
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certain types of software facilities are needed in a 
space station Information systems Environment; the Common 
APSE (Ada Program support Environment) Interface Set (CAIS) 
was proposed as a means of satisfying them. The reasonableness 
of this is discussed by examining the current CAIS, 
considering the changes due to the latest Requirements and 
criteria (RAC) document, and postulating the effects on the CAIS 
2.0. Finally, a few addi tional comments are made on the 
problems inherent in the Ada language itself, especially on 
its deficiencies when used for implementing large distributed 
processing and data base applications. 
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Despite considerable commercial exploitation of fault 
tolerance systems, significant and difficult research problems 
remain in such areas as fault detection and correction. A 
research project is described which constructs a distributed 
computing test bed for loosely coupled computers. The project is 
constructing a tool kit to support research into distributed 
control algorithms, including a distributed Ada compiler, 
distributed debugger, test harnesses, and environment monitors. 
The Ada compiler is being written in Ada and will implement 
distributed computing at the subsystem level. The design goal 
is to provide a variety of control mechanics for distributed 
programming while retaining total transparency at the code level. 
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This paper first describes a hierarchical model for very 
large area networks (VLAN). space communication problems whose 
solution could profit by the model are discussed and then 
an enhanced version of this model incorporating the knowledge 
needed for the missile detection-destruction problem 1S 
presented. A satellite network or VLAN is a network which 
includes at least one satellite. Due to the complexity, a 
compromise between fully centralized and fully distributed 
network management has been adopted. Network nodes are assigned 
to a physically localized group, called a partition. Partitions 
consist of groups of cell nodes with one cell node acting as 
the organizer or master, called the Group Master (GM). 
coordinating the group masters is a Partition Master (PM). 
Knowledge is also distributed hierarchically existing in at 
least two nodes. Each satellite node has a back-up earth node. 
Knowledge must be distributed in such a way so as to minimize 
information loss when a node fails. Thus the model is 
hierarchical both physically and informationally. 
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The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) high-speed 
token-ring protocol provides support for two classes of 
service: synchronous, to support applications which require 
deterministic access to the channel, and asynchronous, to 
support applications which do not have such stringent 
response-time requirements. The purpose of this paper is to 
determine how to set ring parameters to support synchronous 
traffic most efficiently. Both theoretical results and results 
obtained from a simulation study are presented. 
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The module, which has a thermoelectric cooler, has the 
following advantages: a smooth frequency response up to 
5GHz, relative intensity noise less than -145dB/Hz, side-model 
suppression ratio better than 35dB during high-bit-rate 
modulation, high output-power stability « or = 0.2dB) over a 
wide 0 approx. 60 degrees C operating-temperature range, 
and efficient cooling. 
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There is a need to explore methods for reducing 
lengthly computer turnaround or clock time associated with 
engineering design problems. Different strategies can be 
employed to reduce this turnaround time. One strategy is to 
run validated analysis software on a network of existing smaller 
computers so that portions of the computation can be done 
in parallel. This paper focuses on the implementation of this 
method using two types of problems. The first type is a 
traditional structural design optimization problem, which is 
characterized by a simple data flow and a complicated analysis. 
The second type of problem uses an existing computer program 
designed to study multilevel optimization techniques. This 
problem is characterized by complicated data flow and a simple 
analysis. The paper shows that distributed computing can be 
a viable means for reducing computational turnaround time 
for engineering design problems that lend themselves to 
decomposition. Parallel computing can be accomplished with a 
minimal cost in terms of hardware and software. 
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Topics range from neural systems and models through 
languages and architectures to the respective European and 
American perspectives on neurocomputing. 
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This work presents a distributed system developed at INPE, 
designed for the Multiprocessor for Network communications 
(MCR). The system supports execution of application processes 
by request from other processes or external events. These 
processes communicate with each other by asynchronously 
exchanging messages; the use of a logical entity called 
channel permits the interprocess communications, independently of 
where theprocesses are being executed. The MCR was 
designed to bepart of a packet-switching communications 
subnetwork node, among other applications; therefore the system 
must support the implementation of the lower layers of a 
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After taking a look at the present situation of energy 
supply in the Federal Republic of Germany the book reports 
on the non-nuclear energy research of 1972-1982. The topic is 
divided into following main points: 1) criteria of supporting 
technologies; 2) A comprehensive look at the support programs 
and the classification of the individual areas; 3) The program 
'non-nuclear energy systems'; 4) The partial program 'rational 
utilization of energy in the spheres of application and 
secondary energy'; 5) The partial program 'new energy 
sources' ; and 6) The partial program ' coal and other fossil 
energy sources'. (UA). (Copyright (c) 1988 by FIZ. citation no. 
88:081947.) 
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Designing software environments for parallel computers is a 
central issue in parallel computing research. This paper 
discusses this issue and the alternate approaches to resolving 
it which are being studied. We also look at the way in which the 
type of parallel architecture constrains the design of the 
programming environments. Shared memory mul tiprocessors provide 
the most freedom in the design of effective programming 
environments, but are more costly than nonshared memory 
architectures of comparable power. After this general 
discussion, we describe two new parallel programming 
languages, BLAZE 2 and KALI. The first of these, BLAZE 2, is a 
high level language for shared memory multiprocessors. The 
second, KALI, is a moderately high-level language for 
distributed memory architectures. We conclude with a brief 
discussion of the differences between these two languages, 
which are a consequence of the difference between shared and 
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The design of high speed local area networks (HSLAN) for 



















in three areas: (1) the network medium and its topology; (2) the 
medium access control; and (3) the network interface. 
Considerable progress has been made in all areas. 
Accomplishments are divided into two groups according to their 
theoretical or experimental nature. A brief summary is given 
in section 2, including references to papers which appeared in 
the literature, as well as to Ph.D. dissertations and technical 
reports published at Stanford University. 
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Experience from over five years of building nonshared 
memory parallel programs using the Poker Parallel programming 
Environment has positioned us to evaluate our approach to 
defining and developing parallel programs. This paper presents 
the more significant results of our evaluation of Poker. The 
evaluation is driving our next effort in parallel programming 
environment; many of the results should be sufficiently 
general to apply to other related efforts. Keywords: Algorithms; 
Programming language. (kr) 
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The paper presents a survey of recent research in programming 
distributed systems, with the emphasis on new programming 
languages specifically designed for this purpose. Short 
descriptions are given of 20 languages. In addition, a 
comprehensive bibliography provides over 250 references to more 
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Paradigms for the development of sequential algorithms, 
such as divide-and-conquer and the greedy method, are well 
known. Paradigms for the development of parallel algorithms, 
especially algorithms for non-shared memory HIHD machines, are 
not well known. These paradigms are important, not only as 
tools for the development of new algorithms, but also because 
algorithms using the same paradigm often have common properties 
that can be exploited by operations such as contraction. This 
dissertation identifies four primary paradigms used by non-
shared memory HIHD algorithms. They are compute-aggregate-
broadcast, divide-and-conquer, pipelining, and reduction. 
compute-aggregate-broadcast is used, for example, in 
numerical approximation algorithms like the conjugate 
gradient iterations. Three variations of the compute-
aggregate-broadcast paradigm are studied. Divide-and-conquer 
is shown to be applicable to parallel algorithms. The 
relationship between divide-and-conquer algorithms and the 
n-cube is studied. Systolic techniques are known to be 
broadly applicable for the development of HIHD algorithms. 
systolic algorithms are shown to be members of the more general 
pipelining paradigm. Finally, the reduction paradigm is briefly 
studied. The contraction problem, the problem arising when 
an algorithm requires more processors than are available on 
the execution machine, is studied. special attention is given to 
common solutions to the contraction problem in each paradigm. 
(KR) 
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available with the Poker Parallel Programming Environment. The 
emphasis is on what is available rather than how to achieve 
particular results. Although the sections are self-contained, so 
that they may be referred to independently, there are a few 
things you should know: 1) Poker uses interactive graphics. The 
graphics are described in section 2; the interaction is 
described in section 3; 2) The usual programming language 
notion of a 'source program' as a monolithic piece of 
symbolic text has been replaced in Poker by a database. The way 
to create, view, and change the database is described in section 
4; 3) object programs (the 'compiled database') are executed 
or emulated by Poker and snapshots of the execution can be 
continuously displayed; 4) Poker supports a variety of CHip 
architectures; the current one can be displayed or changed using 
the CHip Parameters facility; section 7; 5) The back page of 
this document gives a summary of the commands; and 6) Other 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning the network 
archi tecture DECNET provided by the Digi tal Equipment 
corporation. Topics include hardware and software for 
implementing communications between different computer operating 
systems. DECNET's ability to create resource sharing, 
communications networks, and distributed computing is examined by 
employing specialized protocol layers which serve the functions 
of network control, data access control, interprogram 
communications, and automatic error detection and 
retransmission. Applications for medical information systems, 
chemical laboratories, electronic mail systems, and 
industrial process control are presented. (This updated 
bibliography contains 126 citations, 40 of which are new entries 
to the previous edition.) 
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Mansbach, P. ; Shneier, M. 
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD. 
Corp. Source Codes: 081914000; 
Sponsor: Philips Labs., Briarcliff Manor, NY. 
Report No.: NBSIR-88/3776 
sep 88 43p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8903 
Prepared in cooperation with Philips Labs., Briarcliff Manor, 
NY. NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
Country of Publication: united states 
The guide describes the GRAMPS real-time multiprocessor 
operating system from an applications viewpoint. It presents 
the information needed to use GRAMPS in implementing 
distributed processing applications. Additional information 
needed by an administrator to set up and maintain a specific 
application appears in the Administrator's Guide. 
1356357/7 
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ESPRIT SPAN Project: A Kernel system for Integrating 
Parallel Symbolic and Numeric processing (Technical rept.) 
Refenes, A. N. ; McCabe, S. C. ; Treleaven, P. C. 
university ColI., London (England). Dept. of computer Science. 
corp. Source Codes: 0199B9026 
Report No.: UCL-CS-T~-149 
May BB 30p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAIB903 
NTIS Prices: PC E05/MF E05 
country of Publication: United Kingdom 
within ESPRIT, Europe's $3 billion Information Technology 
research program, projects are developing next generation 
parallel computers. Each project is undertaken by a consortium 
of companies and universities. One such consortium (SPAN) is 
investigating the integration of numeric and symbolic 
processing involving research at the applications, language, and 
archi tecture levels. The core of the SPAN proj ect consists 
of a Kernel system which connects languages and applications 
to a range of parallel computer architectures. The Kernel 
system comprises a Target Machine Language and its 
corresponding virtual Machine. The paper describes the design 
of the SPAN Target Machine Language and its virtual Machine. 
The Target Machine Language is a procedural programming 
language providing explicit constructs to facilitate parallel 
execution of programs and primitive n-ary list operations to 
support array and list-processing in a uniform way. 
1356011/7 
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Performance Analysis of FOOl (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) 
Johnson, M. J. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Moffett 
Field, CA. Ames Research Center. 

















Report No.: NAS 1.26:183206; RIACS-TR-88.11; NASA-CR-183206 
Apr 88 20p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8903; STAR2624 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
Country of Publication: united states 
Contract No.: NCC2-387 
The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) is an emerging 
ANSI and ISO standard for a 100 megabit per second fiber 
optic token ring. The performance of the FOOl media access 
control protocol is analyzed using a simulation developed at NASA 
Ames. Both analyses using standard measures of performance 
(including average delay for asynchronous traffic, channel 
utilization, and transmission queue length) and analyses of 
characteristics of ring behavior which can be attributed to 
constraints imposed by the timed token protocol on token 
holding time (including bounded token rotation time, support 
for synchronous traffic, and fairness of channel access for 
nodes transmitting asynchronous traffic) are included. 
1353023/7 
1353023 N88-29425/1/XAB 
Networking and AI (Arti fici al Intell igence) sys tems: 
Requirements and Benefits (Abstract only) 
Gold Hill computers, Inc., Cambridge, MA. 
corp. Source Codes: 092849000; G1146597 
sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
washington, DC ; 
Aug 88 2p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8902; STAR2623 
In NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Second Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence for space Applications p 623-624. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
country of Publication: united States 
The price performance benefits of network systems is well 
documented . The ability to share expensive resources sold 
timesharing for mainframes, department clusters of 
minicomputers, and now local area networks of workstations 
and servers. In the process, other fundamental system 
requirements emerged. These have now been generalized with 
open system requirements for hardware, software, applications and 
tools. The ability to interconnect a variety of vendor 
products has led to a specification of interfaces that allow new 
techniques to extend existing systems for new and exciting 
applications. As an example of the message passing system, local 
area networks provide a testbed for many of the issues addressed 
by future concurrent architectures: synchronization, load 
balancing, fault tolerance and scalability. Gold Hill has 
been working with a number of vendors on distributed 
archi tectures that range from a network of workstations to a 
hypercube of microprocessors with distributed memory. Results 





















Design Consideration in constructing High Performance 
Embedded Knowledge-Based systems (KBS) 
Dalton, S. D. ; Daley, P. C. 
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, CO. Denver Div. 
Corp. Source Codes: 100103001; MI411300 
sponsor: National Aeronautics and space Administration, 
washington, DC. 
Aug 88 6p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8902; STAR2623 
In NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Second Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence for Space Applications p 591-596. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
Country of Publication: United states 
As the hardware trends for artificial intelligence (AI) 
involve more and more complexity, the process of optimizing the 
computer system design for a particular problem will also 
increase in complexity. Space applications of knowledge based 
systems (KBS) will often require an ability to perform both 
numerically intensive vector computations and real time 
symbolic computations. Although parallel machines can 
theoretically achieve the speeds necessary for most of these 
problems, if the application itself is not highly parallel, 
the machine's power cannot be utilized. A scheme is presented 
which will provide the computer systems engineer with a tool for 
analyzing machines with various configurations of array, 
symbolic, scaler, and multiprocessors. High speed networks 
and interconnections make customized, distributed, 
intelligent systems feasible for the application of AI in space. 
The method presented can be used to optimize such AI system 
configurations and to make comparisons between existing 
computer systems. It is an open question whether or not, for a 
given mission requirement, a suitable computer system design can 
be constructed for any amount of money. 
1353009/7 
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Expert system for a Distributed Real-Time Trainer 
purinton, S. C. ; wang, C. K. 
National Aeronautics and space Administration, Huntsville, AL. 
George C. 
Marshall space Flight Center. 
corp . Source Codes: 019043002; ND736801 
Aug 88 9p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8902; STAR2623 
In Its Second Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
for Space Applications p 545-554. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
Country of PUblication: United States 
The problem addressed by this expert system concerns 
expansion of capability of a Real Time Trainer for 
























fidelity are placed upon the system, expansion is necessary. 
The simulator can be expanded using a larger processor or 
by going to a distributed system and expand by adding 
addi tional processors. The distributed system is preferable 
because it is more economical and can be expanded in a more 
incremental manner. An expert system was developed to evaluate 
modeling and timing capability within a real time training 
simulator. The expert system is based upon a distributed 
configuration. components of the modeled system are control 
tasks, network tasks, emulator tasks, processors, displays, and a 
network. The distributed module expert system (DHES) allows 
the configuring of processors, tasks, display use, keyboard use, 
and selection of alternate methods to update the data buffer. 
Modules can be defined with execution occurring in a specific 
processor on a network. The system consists of a knowledge front 
end editor to interactively generate or update the 




Distributed Cooperating Processes in a Mobile Robot Control 
system 
Skillman, T. L. 
Boeing Co., Seattle, WA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 004210000; BR564481 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and space Administration, 
washington, DC. 
Aug 88 12p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8902; STAR2623 
In NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Second Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence for Space Applications p 325-336. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
country of Publication: united States 
A mobile inspection robot has been proposed for the NASA 
Space station. It will be a free flying autonomous vehicle that 
will leave a berthing unit to accomplish a variety of 
inspection tasks around the Space Station, and then return to its 
berth to recharge, refuel, and transfer information. The Flying 
Eye robot will receive voice communication to change its 
attitude, move at a constant velocity, and move to a predefined 
location along a self generated path. This mobile robot 
control system requires integration of traditional command 
and control techniques wi th a number of AI 
technologies. Speech recognition, natural language 
understanding, task and path planning, sensory abstraction and 
pattern recognition are all required for successful 
implementation. The interface between the tradi tional 
numeric control techniques and the symbolic processing 
to the AI technologies must be developed, and a distributed 
computing approach will be needed to meet the real time 
computing requirements. To study the integration of the 
elements of this project, a novel mobile robot control 





















architecture was developed. The control system operation and 
structure is discussed. 
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TAC-1: A Knowledge-Based Air Force Tactical Battle Management 
Testbed (Interim rept. oct 86-Sep 87) 
Nugent, R. o. ; Tucker, R. W. 
MITRE corp., McLean, VA. 
corp. Source Codes: 045505000; 402364 
Sponsor: Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, NY. 
Report No.: RADC-TR-88-10 
Jan 88 78p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8822 
NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: F19628-87-C-0001; 5581; 27 
This report describes the framework for, and a demonstration 
vehicle of, a knowledge-based testbed for integrating multiple 
artificial intelligence systems into a distributed processing 
network for purposes for evaluation and exploitation. TAC-1 is 
a version of the testbed applied to the domain of Air Force 
tactical battle management. The domain-independent framework 
includes a centralized control subnet, including a message 
router and a common protocol language for message passing 
among component systems. A Common Database and a Common 
Knowledge Base are essential components of the testbed. The 
Router directs data queries to the Common Database (one of the 
hosted systems) and, through the use of a Common Knowledge 
Base, directs service requests to the systems which can handle 
them. Keywords: Knowledge based systems, Distributed artificial 
intelligence, cooperating knowledge based systems, Knowledge 
based tactical battle management. (sdw) 
1337246/7 
1337246 AD-A195 395/9/XAB 
ACCESS: A Communicating and cooperating Expert systems System 
(Final rept. 30 Jun 87-31 Jan 88) 
Cottman, B. H. ; Paslay, R. C. 
Symbiotics, Inc., Caambridge, MA. 
corp. Source Codes: 092500000; 419151 
31 Jan 88 112p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8821 
NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: DAAB10-87-C-0053 
The primary focus of Phase I was to prototype a development 
environment, ACCESS, for A Communicating and cooperating 





















question of what capabilities were needed in a development 
environment for embedding distributed knowledge-based systems 
applications on personal computer or work-station class 
platforms. The stated goal of the Phase I research and 
development effort was to investigate and implement a 
software environment for the realization of cooperating 
knowledge sources on personal computers. This system was to be 
Lisp based, distributed processing was to be facilitated by 
message passing using TCP/IP, control was to be accomplished 
by meta-level objects and a variety of features were to be 
provided to aid developers in building such systems. Underlying 
these goals was the assumption that the tools needed to support 
such an effort, mainly Common Lisp, Portable Common Loops 
and TCP/IP, were adequate to do so. During the course of this 
work symbiotics found several short-comings in these software 
tools and identified a need for higher level tools to 
facilitate distributed processing development. This report 
documents that work and the results of the Phase I effort. 
1332983/7 
1332983 N88-23083/4/XAB 
strategies for Concurrent processing of Complex Algorithms in 
Data Driven Architectures 
stoughton, J . W. ; Mielke, R. R. 
Old Dominion univ., Norfolk, VA. 
corp. Source Codes: 045163000; OS853217 
sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
Report No.: NAS 1.26:181657; NASA-CR-181657 
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Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819; STAR2616 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 
country of Publication: united states 
Contract No.: NAGl-683 
Research directed at developing a graph theoretical model for 
describing data and control flow associated with the 
execution of large grained algorithms in a special distributed 
computer environment is presented. This model is identified by 
the acronym ATAMM which represents Algorithms To Architecture 
Mapping Model. The purpose of such a model is to provide a 
basis for establishing rules for relating an algorithm to its 
execution in a mul tiprocessor environment. specifications 
derived from the model lead directly to the description of 
a data flow architecture which is a consequence of the 
inherent behavior of the data and control flow described by the 
model. The purpose of the ATAMM based architecture is to provide 
an analytical basis for performance evaluation. The 
ATAMM model and architecture specifications are demonstrated 
on a prototype system for concept validation. 
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Graphical Multiprocessing Analysis Tool (GHAT) 






















Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA. 
corp. Source Codes: 068147000; 9513035 
Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC. 
Report No.: UCID-21348; ISCR-87-2 
Mar 88 47p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819; NSA1300 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
country of Publication: united States 
Contract No.: W-7405-ENG-48 
The design and debugging of parallel programs is a difficult 
task due to the complex synchronization and data scoping 
issues involved to aid the programmer in parallel code 
development we have developed two methodologies for the 
graphical display of execution of parallel codes . The Graphical 
Multiproces s ing Analysis Tools (GMAT) consist of 
stategraph, which represents an inheritance tree of task 
states, and timeliness, which represents task as flowing 
sequence of events. Information about the code can be displayed 
as the application runs (dynamic mode) or played back with time 
under user control (static mode). This document discusses the 
design and user interface issues involved in developing the 
parallel application display GHAT family. Also, we present an 
introductory user's guide for both tools. 4 figs. (ERA citation 
13:032031) 
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Cauldrons: An Abstraction for Concurrent Problems solving. 
Revision (Memorandum rept.) 
Haase, K. 
Massachuse t ts Inst. of Tech., cambridge. Artificial 
Intelligence Lab. 
Corp. Source Codes: 001450241 ; 407483 
Report No.: AI-M-673 
sep 86 45p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819 
Revision of report dated Dec 82. 
NTIS Prices : PC A03/MF A01 
country of Publicat i on: United States 
Contract No . : N00014-79-C-0260 
The abstractions we have for serial programming are 
powerful: concepts like data types, variable binding, 
generalized operators, the subroutine. We do not yet have the 
same sort of powerful abstractions for distributed computation, 
but I believe that the place to look for them is the SaI:le 
place that we found many of our abstractions for serial 
computation--in our own minds . This research extends a 
tradition of distributed theories of mind into the 
implementation of a distributed problem solver . In this 
problem sol'{er a number of ideas from Minsky's society 
of Mind are implemented and are found to provide powerful 





















abstractions are the cauldron, a mechanism for instantiating 
reasoning contexts, the frame, a way of modularly 
describing those contexts and the goal-mode, a mechanism for 
bringing a particular context to bear on a specific 
task. The implementation of both these abstractions and 
the distributed problem solver in which they run is 
described, accompanied by examples of their application to 
various domains. 
1332050/7 
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Combined And-Or Parallel Execution of Logic Programs 
Gupta, G. ; Jayaraman, B. 
North Carolina Univ. at Chapel Hill. Dept. of computer Science. 
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NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
country of Publication: united states 
Contract No.: N00014-86-K-0680; NSF-DCR86-03609 
A number of approaches have recently been proposed for 
the parallel execution of logic programming languages, but most 
of them deal with either or-parallelism or and-parallelism but 
not both. This paper describes a high-level design for 
efficiently supporting both and-parallelism and or-
parallelism. Our approach is based on the binding arrays 
method for or-parallelism and the RAP method for and-
parallelism. Extensions to the binding-arrays method are proposed 
in order to achieve constant access-time to variables in the 
presence of and-pa,rallelism. The RAP (Restricted And-
Parallelism) method becomes simplified because 
backtracking is unnecessary in the presence of or-
parallelism. The author's approach has the added effect of 
eliminating redundant computations when goals exhibit both and-
and or-parallelism. The paper first briefly describes the basic 
issues in pure and-parallelism and or-parallelism, states 
desirable criteria for their implementation (with respect to 
variable access, task creation and switching), and then 
describes the combined and-or implementation. 
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Programming Language concepts for Multiprocessors 
(Interim rept.) 
Jordan, H. F. 
Colorado Univ. at Boulder. computer systems Design Group. 
Corp. Source Codes: 068646038; 418831 
Report No. : CSDG-87-4; ECE-TR-87-1-3 
Sep 87 14p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcemer..t: GRAI8819 
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contract No.: N00014-86-K-0204 
It is currently possible to build multiprocessor systems 
which will support the tightly coupled activity of hundreds to 
thousands of different instruction streams, or processes. 
This can be done by coupling many monoprocessors, or a smaller 
number of pipelined multiprocessors, through a high concurrency 
switching network. The switching network may be couple 
processors to memory modules, resulting in a shared memory 
multiprocessor system, or it may couple processor/memory pairs, 
resulting in a distributed memory system. The need to direct 
the acti vi ty of very many processes simul taneously places 
quali tati vely different demands on a programming language 
than the direction of a single process. In spite of the different 
requirements, most languages for multiprocessors have 
been simple extensions of conventional, single stream 
programming languages. The extensions are often implemented by 
way of sUbroutine calls and have little impact on the basic 
structure of the language. This paper attempts to examine the 
underlying conceptual structure of parallel languages for large 
scale multiprocessors on the basis of an existing language 
for shared memory multiprocessors, known as the FORCE, and to 
extend the concepts in this language to distributed memory 
systems. 
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Force. (Parallel Programming Language) 
(Interim rept.) 
Jordan, H. 
Colorado Univ. at Boulder. computer systems Design Group. 
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Languages: English 
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NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
country of Publication: united states 
Contract No.: N00014-86-K-0204; AFOSR-85-1089 
The FORCE is a parallel programming language and methodology 
based on the shared memory multiprocessor model of 
computation. It is an extension to Fortran which allows a user to 
write a parallel program that is independent of the number of 
processes executing it and in which the management of processes 
is suppressed. Multiple instruction streams are managed as a 
group by operations that synchronize them and allocate work. The 
system is implemented on several machines as a macro preprocessor 
which expands FORCE programs into Fortran code for the host 
system. 
























Distributed Application Programming with Extended Prolog 
(Distribuerad Applikationsprogrammering med Utvidgad Prolog) 
stroemberg, D. 
Foersvarets Forskningsanstalt, stockholm (Sweden). 
Corp. Source Codes: 063330000 
Report No.: FOA-B-30121-3.3 
Jan 88 31p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8818 
NTIS Prices: PC E03/MF A01 
country of Publication: Sweden 
Many tasks in office oriented environments engage several 
experts and office workers. The increasing use of 
workstation based tools for such tasks calls for simpler and 
more appropriate ways to specify program distribution and 
user communication. The authors propose a facility to specify 
such task sharing. The main point in the approach is 
the localization term, which is an extension to a prolog-like 
language. This allows us to describe a mUlti-user 
application as one unified program instead of as a set of 
distributed single-user programs. 
1329890/7 
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Poker on the Cosmic Cube: The First Retargetable Parallel 
Programming Language and Environment (Technical rept.) 
snyder, L. ; Socha, D. 
Washington Univ., Seattle. Dept. of computer Science. 
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NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United States 
contract No.: N00014-B6-K-0264; NSF-DCR84-16878 
This paper describes a technique for retargetting Poker, 
the first complete parallel programming environment, to new 
parallel architectures. The specifics are illustrated by 
describing the retarget of Poker to CalTech's cosmic Cube. 
Poker requires only three features from the target architecture: 
MIMD operation, message passing inter-process communication, and 
a sequential language (e.g. C) for the processor elements. In 
return Poker gives the new architecture a complete 
parallel programming environment which will compile 
Poker parallel programs without modification, into efficient 
object code for the new architecture. 
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systems 
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Included in Mitsubishi Denki Giho, v61 n12 p26-29 1987. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as PB88-201751, PC E04/MF A01) 
country of Publication: Japan 
The report concerns optimal database allocation and optimal 
location of processors in the distributed processing 
networks used for sales and product distribution management 
systems. The problems are formulated, and a mathematical 
methodology for solving these problems is presented. To 
minimize the system expense, the methodology is used to 
analyze the hardware cost of the distributed processors, the 
cost of the magnetic disk drive for database storage, the 
cost of communications over a packet switching network, and the 
cost of leased lines. 
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Layered systems, operating systems, and distributed computer 
systems are defined. The differences between parallel and 
distributed processing are identified. Existing distributed 
operating systems are listed. Distributed operating system design 
issues are summarized. 
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architecture and development of computer networks for data 
communication systems. Data network design, operation, 
performance analysis, reliability, security, maintenance and 
evolution are discussed. Techniques of packet switched and 
distributed data communication networks are presented. 
Applications of data communication technology are included. 
(This updated bibliography contains 345 citations, 22 of which 
are new entries to the previous edition.) 
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UNIX Based programming Tools for Locally Distributed Network 
Applications (Master's thesis) 
Frank, w. C. 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA. 
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The Graphics and Video Laboratory of the Department of 
Computer Science has a growing need for easy to use 
programming tools in support of distributed processing 
applications. The most pressing need is for software on three 
UNIX-based workstations connected via Ethernet. The remote 
interprocess communication tools that UNIX provides for using 
Ethernet are effective but complicated to learn. This 
requires researchers to spends much of their time becoming 
proficient with them instead of concentrating on the 
distributed application at hand. This work presents the design 
and implementation of several programming tools that allow 
programmers to establish and experiment with distributed 
programs in the graphics laboratory environment. The tools 
allow a higher level of abstraction for remote interprocess 
communications and establish a straightforward method for 
implementing distributed programs. Additionally, they support 
code reuseability with software templates and are 
modularized to be both understandable and changeable. 
Recommendations are made for future research and management 
efforts that have been highlighted by these new tools. 
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Prepared for Presentation at the Summer computer Simulation 
Conference, seattle, Wash., 25-28 Jul. 1988; sponsored in 
Part by the Society for computer Simulation. 
NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 
country of Publication: united States 
A method is developed for distributing the computation 
of graphics primitives on a parallel processing network. 
Off-the-shelf transputer boards are used to perform the graphics 
transformations and scan-conversion tasks that would normally be 
assigned to a single transputer based display processor. Each 
node in the network performs a single graphics primitive 
computation. Frequently requested tasks can be duplicated on 
several nodes. The resul ts indicate that the current 
distribution of commands on the graphics network shows a 
performance degradation when compared to the graphics display 
board alone. A change to more computation per node for every 
communication (perform more complex tasks on each node) may cause 
the desired increase in throughput. 
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A programming tool to specify and develop real time 
applications in Ada language is presented. The Occam system 
was chosen as a basis and translated into Ada language. 
Programming is regarded as a scheduling activity rather than 
a sequencing one. The problems involved included splitting 
systems in smaller parallel systems, synchronizing of the 
components, and mutual exclusion of shared variables. 
Application experience indicates that Occam may be 
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A conceptual framework is examined for task allocation in 
distributed systems. Application and computing system 
parameters critical to task allocation decision processes are 
discussed. Task allocation techniques are addressed which focus 
on achieving a balance in the load distribution among the 
system's processors. Equalization of computing load among 
the processing elements is the goal. Examples of system 
performance are presented for specific applications. Both static 
and dynamic allocation of tasks are considered and system 
performance is evaluated using different task allocation 
methodologies. 
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Parallel computation is an area in which software 
technology lags considerably behind hardware technology. The need 
for parallel computing in a number of applications (e.g., 
scientific computing, machine vision, artificial intelligence) 
is unquestioned, and computers with hundreds of processors are 
now readily available (for instance, the Butterfly or the many 
derivatives of the Cosmic Cube). However, these machines 
are programmed in essentially the same way as existing sequential 
machines. The best available parallel programming languages 
are variants of standard sequential languages, with extensions 
to let the programmer explicitly divide a program into tasks 
and pass information between those tasks. Although designers of 
these languages claim that they are no harder to use than 
conventional sequential ones, programmers still face the 






















tasks in addition to the usual problem of translating it 
into a program. An appealing alternative is to leave 
parti tioning of programs to compilers. By hiding partitioning 
problems from programmers, this approach should make 
multi-processor computers easier to program than they 
are now. Unfortunately efforts to develop parallelizing 
compilers have so far been rather unsuccessful. 
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The chrysalis operating system for the Butterfly Parallel 
Processor presents an object-oriented programming environment 
based on shared memory. However, because of chrysalis's low 
level orientation and its use of type-unsafe features of the 
C programming language, programs using the environment are 
difficult to program and highly error-prone. Using C as the 
primary programming language for the Butterfly does not fully 
realize the benefit of chrysalis's obj ect orientation. An 
object-oriented programming language is natural candidate for 
improving the chrysalis environment. The C ++ programming 
language prov ides a number of advantages in developing such an 
interface. This paper reports the successes and problems 
encountered in the development of Chrysalis ++, a C ++ 
interface to Chrysalis ++ uncovered many strengths and weakness 
in C++. Some apply to C ++ in general, others apply only 
to its adaptation to a parallel programming environment. 
It is important to note that C++ is a sequential language; it 
is use in a parallel programming environment is therefore 
outside the bounds of its design. 
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There is an increasing need 
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machines. What is unusual about AI is that its programs are 
typically dynamic in the way their execution unfolds and in the 
data structures they use. AI therefore needs machines that are 
late-binding. Multiprocessors are often held out as the answer 
to AI's computing requirements. However, most success with 
multiprocessing has come from exploiting numerical computations' 
basic data structure-the static array (as in FORTRAN). A static 
array's structure does not change, so its elements (and the 
processing on them) may be readily distributed. In AI, the 
ability to change and manipulate the structure of data is 
paramount; hence, the pre-eminence of the LISP list. 
Unfortunately, the traditional pointer-based list has serious 
drawbacks for distributed processing. The dynamic array is a data 
structure that allows random access to its elements (like 
static arrays) yet whose structure-size and dimensions-can 
be easily changed, i. e., bound and re-bound at run-time . It 
combines the flexibility that AI requires with the 
potential for high performance through parallel operation. A 
machine'S implementation of dynamic arrays gives a good 
insight into its potential usefulness for AI applications. 
Therefore, the authors outline the implementation of dynamic 
arrays on a machine that we are developing. 
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Al though many distributed simUlation strategies have been 
developed, to data, little empirical data is available to 
evaluate their performance. A multiprocessor-based, distributed 
simUlation testbed is described that was designed to 
facilitate controlled experimentation with distributed 
simUlation algorithms. Using this testbed, the performance of 
simUlation strategies using deadlock avoidance and deadlock 
detection and recovery techniques was examined under various 
synthetic workloads. The distributed simulators were compared 
with a uniprocessor-based event list implementation. 
Resul ts of a series of experiments are reported that 
demonstrate that message population and the degree to which 
processes can look ahead in simulated time play critical 
roles in the performance of distributed simulators using these 
algori thms. An avalanche phenomenon was observed in the 
deadlock detection and recovery simulators as message 
population was increased, and was found to be a necessary 




















that these distributed simulation algorithms can provide 
significant speedups over sequential event list implementations 
for some workloads, even in the presence of only a moderate 
amount of parallelism and many feedback loops. However, a 
moderate to high degree of parallelism was not sufficient to 
guarantee good performance for all workloads that were tested. 
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The impact of real time local area networks (LAN) on 
launchers is discussed. Communication needs of a launch 
vehicle that call for distributed processing techniques are 
reviewed. The design drivers of the system are identified. A 
method to ensure the fulfillment of design goals, i.e., to 
benefit from the potentials of real time LAN is outlined. 
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Perhaps the most critical problem in distributed simulation 
is that of mapping: without an effective mapping of workload to 
processors the speedup potential of parallel processing cannot 
be realized. Mapping a simulation onto a message-passing 
architecture is especially difficult when the computational 
workload dynamically changes as a function of time and space; 
this is exactly the situation faced by battlefield simulations. 
This paper studies an approach where the simulated 





















of equal size; typically there are more regions than 
processors. The regions are then assigned to processors; a 
processor is responsible for performing all simulation activity 
associated with the regions. The assignment algorithm is quite 
simple and attempts to balance load by exploiting locality of 
workload intensity. The performance of this technique is studied 
on a simple battlefield simulation implemented on the Flex/32 
mul tiprocessor. Measurements show that the proposed method 
achieves reasonable processor efficiencies. Furthermore, the 




Report from the MPP (Massively Parallel Processor) Working 
Group to the NASA (National Aeronautics and space 
Administration) Associate Administrator for space Science 
and Applications. Technical Memorandum Report, October 1, 1985-
september 30, 1986 Fischer, J. R. ; Grosch, C. ; McAnulty, M. ; 
ODonnell, J. ; storey, o. National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, Greenbelt, MD. Goddard space Flight Center. 
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NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) 
gave a select group of scientists the opportunity to 
test and implement their computational algorithms on the 
Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) located at Goddard space 
Flight Center, beginning in late 1985. One year later, the 
working Group presented its report, which addressed the 
following: algorithms, programming languages, architecture, 
programming environments, the way theory relates, and 
performance measured. The findings point to a number of 
demonstrated computational techniques for which the MPP 
architecture is ideally suited. For example, besides executing 
much faster on the MPP than on conventional computers, systolic 
VLSI simulation (where distances are short), lattice 
simulation, neural network simulation, and image problems were 
found to be easier to program on the MPP's architecture than on 
a CYBER 205 or even a VAX. The report also makes technical 
recommendations covering all aspects of MPP use, and 
recommendations concerning the future of the MPP and 
machines based on similar architectures, expansion of the 
Working Group, and study of the role of future parallel 
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The problem of recovering from processor failures in 
shared memory multiprocessor systems is examined. A cache-based 
checkpointing scheme is developed utilizing a checkpointing 
algorithm which guarantees that a consistent global state is 
always maintained. Processes can recover from errors due to a 
faulty processor by restarting from the consistent saved 
computation state. There are no difficulties with checkpoint 
propagation in that when a process p takes a checkpoint, no 
other process is forced to join p in the checkpoint. The 
recovery algorithm allows only those processes encountering 
errors to perform rollback recovery while other unaffected 
processes on fault free processors continue normal execution. 
The checkpointing recovery schemes are shown to be easily 
integrated into standard bus-based cache coherence protocols. 
An analytical model is used to estimate the checkpointing 
frequency and the performance degradation incurred by the 
checkpointing scheme during normal execution. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to start the evaluation of the 
Transputer, a 32 bit microprocessor on a chip, to verify its 
potentials and limi tations for real time applications, in 
distributed systems. The evaluation concentrates on the four 
physical communication links, and its advertised capability to 
operate in parallel with the main processor (CPU), each one of 
them at rate of 10 mbit/sec in each direction. It also presents 
to the reader an introduction to the machine itself, to the 
OCCaK Programming Language, a description of the environment at 
the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), and suggests to the 





















example programs presented in this thesis were implemented 
using the Occam Programming Language (Proto-occam) in either 
the Occam Programming system (OPS) or the Transputer 
Development system (TDS), both resident on the VAX 11/780 
computer under the VMS operating System (VAX/VMS). ? t 




DECNET: Digi tal Equipmen t corpora tion Network 
Architecture. January 1976-september 1987 (Citations from the 
INSPEC: Information Services for the Physics and Engineering 
Communities Database) (Rept. for Jan 76-Sep 87) 
National Technical Information Service, springfield, VA. 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning the network 
archi tecture DECNET provided by the Digi tal Equipment 
corporation. Topics include hardware and software for 
implementing communications between different computer operating 
systems. DECNET's ability to create resource sharing, 
communications networks, and distributed computing is examined by 
employing specialized protocol layers which serve the functions 
of network control, data access control, interprogram 
communications, and automatic error detection and 
retransmission. Applications for medical information systems, 
chemical laboratories, electronic mail systems, and 
industrial process control are presented. (This updated 
bibliography contains 86 citations, 28 of which are new entries 
to the previous edition.) 
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Contents: The performance of LAN protocols; Open systems 
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communication protocols; computerized commerce; High layer 
protocol standardization for distributed processing; IBM logical 
unit type 6.2--An overview; Verifying a protocol algebraically 
using CCS; communication architectures for distributed systems; 
The state of the art in testing protocol implementations; Notes 
on automated protocol analysis; Standardization for open systems; 
On protocol engineering. 
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The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) and the SAE AE-9B 
High Speed Ring Bus (HSRB) are emerging standards for high-
performance token ring local area networks. FOOl was 
designed to be a general-purpose high-performance network. 
HSRB was designed specifically for military real-time 
applications. A workshop was conducted at NASA Ames Research 
Center in January, 1987 to compare and contrast these 
protocols with respect to their ability to support real-time 
applications. This report summarizes workshop presentations and 
includes an independent comparison of the two protocols. A 
conclusion reached at the workshop was that current protocols 
for the upper layers of the Open systems Interconnection (OSI) 
network model are inadequate for real-time applications. 
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This is the final report for the second contract phase for 
development of the CRONUS project. CRONUS is the name given to 
the distributed operating system (DOS) and system 





















environment being designed and implemented by BBN Laboratories 
for the Air Force Rome Air Development center (RADC). The project 
was begun in 1981. The CRONUS distributed operating system is 
intended to promote resources which are shared. Its major 
purpose is to provide a coherent and integrated system based 
on clusters of interconnected heterogeneous computers to 
support the development and use of distributed applications. 
Distributed applications range from simple programs that 
merely require convenient reference to remote data, to 
collections of complex sUbsystems tailored to take advantage of 
a distributed architecture. One of the main contributions of 
CRONUS is a unifying architecture and model for developing these 
distributed applications; as well as support for a number 
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An interpretation of avionics architecture is provided with 
respect to system components, organi zation, and design 
factors. Initially, general avionics architecture characteristics 
are addressed followed by discussions on emerging technologies 
and their impact on advanced systems. Information handling 
requirements are projected for future tactical aircraft. In 
addition, advanced avionics architecture design consideration and 
technical issues are addressed relative to achieving 
improved performance, reliability, survi vabili ty, flexibility, 
and low life cycle cost. 
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This report identifies a need to increase wide area network 
capacity by as much as three orders of magnitude over the 
next ten years. These increases are necessary to support new 
distributed computing products. Such products increase 
producti vi ty, but are currently available only on local area 
networks. There is no technical reason for limiting these 
products to tightly constrained geographical areas, however. They 
can operate perfectly well over any terrestrial distance 
provided sufficient bandwidth is available. Such bandwidth is 
available today with fiber optics. To quantify capacity 
requirements, network traffic generated by this newer technology 
is compared with traditional traffic in a local network 
environment. An extrapolation to wide area networks is made. 
speculation about the long term future of distributed computing 
technology and its effect on network capacity requirements is 
offered. It is argued that an increase of network capacity by 
one order of magnitude is SUfficient to accommodate new 
distributed computing technology on existing wide area networks. 
Two orders of magnitude are needed to accommodate a fully 
integrated distributed system such as interactive graphics. 
Three orders of magnitude are needed to accommodate increases in 
hardware speed anticipated in the next five to ten years. 
Availability of highly integrated, nationwide distributed 
computing service would significantly increase the competitive 
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We describe numerical computations on the Connection Machine, a 
massively parallel hypercube architecture with 65,536 single-
bit processors and 32 Mbytes of memory. A parallel extension of 
COMMON LISP, provides access to the processors and network. 
The rich software environment is further enhanced by a 





















of fine-grained parallelism beyond 1,000,000. We briefly 
describe the hardware and indicate the principal features 
of the parallel programming environment. We then present 
implementations of SOR, multigrid and pre-conditioned conjugate 
gradient algorithms for solving partial differential 
equations on the Connection Machine. Despi te the lack of 
floating point hardware, computation rates above 100 megaflops 
have been achieved in PDE solution. Virtual processors prove to 
be a real advantage, easing the effort of software 
development while improving system performance 
significantly. The software development effort is also 
facilitated by the fact that hypercube communications prove to 
be fast and essentially independent of distance. 29 refs., 4 
figs. 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning 
architecture and development of computer networks for data 
communication systems. Data network design, operation, 
performance analysis, reliability, security, maintenance and 
evolution are discussed. Techniques of packet switched and 
distributed data communication networks are presented. 
Applications of data communication technology are included. 
(This updated bibliography contains 323 citations, 37 of which 
are new entries to the previous edition.) 
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Durra is a language designed to support the development of 
large-grained parallel programming applications. This document is 
a preliminary reference manual for the syntax and semantics of 
the language. We are using the term description language rather 
than programming language to emphasize that a task-level 
application description is not translated into object code of 
some kind of executable machine language. Rather, it is to be 
understood as a description of the structure and behavior of a 
logical machine, that will be synthesized into resource 
allocation and scheduling directives. These directives are to 
be interpreted by a combination of software, firmware, and 
hardware in a heterogeneous machine. Although our ultimate goal 
is to design and implement a task-level description language that 
can be used for di fferent machines and for varying 
applications, our first pass is influenced by both a 
specific architecture and by a specific application, the 
Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV), and more specifically, the 
perception components of the ALV. We assume there is a cross-
bar switch, intelligent buffers on the switch sockets, and a 
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A rule-based expert system for configuring Local Area Networks 
(LAN) and for designing distributed database applications over 
them is described. The system includes a general-purpose 
inference machine for solving synthesis problems, based on two 
separed modules: the Tree Traversal and the Matcher. The former 
performs a recursive descent on a tree-structured solution space 
and generates a description of requirements that the final 
solution should posses; the latter matches these 
requirements to existing commercial products. The inference 
machine and its concrete application to the design and 
configuration of LAN information systems are described. 
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A new method of automatic generation of concurrent 
programs which constructs arrays defined by sets of recursive 
equations is described. It is assumed that the time of 
computation of an array element is a linear combination of its 
indices, and integer programming is used to seek a succession 
of hyperplanes along which array elements can be computed 
concurrently. The method can be used to schedule equations 
involving variable length dependency vectors and mutually 
recursive arrays. Portions of the work reported here have been 
implemented in the PS automatic program generation system. 
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The optimal partitioning of random distributed programs is 
discussed. It is concluded that the optimal partitioning of a 
homogeneous random program over a homogeneous distributed 
system either assigns all modules to a single processor, or 
distributes the modules as evenly as possible among all 
processors. The analysis rests heavily on the approximation 
which equates the expected maximum of a set of independent 
random variables with the set's maximum expectation. The results 
are strengthened by providing an approximation-free proof of 
this result for two processors under general conditions on the 
module execution time distribution. It is also shown that use of 
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A large class of computational problems is characterized 
by frequent synchronization, and computational requirements 
which change as a function of time. When such a problem 
must be solved on a message passing multiprocessor machine, 
the combination of these characteristics lead to system 
performance which decreases in time. Performance can be 
improved with periodic redistribution of computational load; 
however, redistribution can exact a sometimes large delay cost. 
We study the issue of deciding when to invoke a global load 
remapping mechanism. Such a decision policy must effectively 
weigh the costs of remapping against the performance benefits. We 
treat this problem by constructing two analytic models which 
exhibit stochastically decreasing performance. One model is quite 
tractable; we are able to describe the optimal remapping 
algorithm, and the optimal decision policy governing when to 
invoke that algorithm. However, computational complexity 
prohibits the use of the optimal remapping decision policy. We 
then study the performance of a general remapping policy on 
both analytic models. This policy attempts to minimize a 
statistic W(n) which measures the system degradation 
(including the cost of remapping) per computation step over a 
period of n steps. We show that as a function of time, the 
expected value of W(n) has at most one minimum, and that when 
this minimum exists it defines the optimal fixed-interval 
remapping policy. Our decision policy appeals to this result by 
remapping when it estimates that W(n) is minimized. Our 
performance data suggests that this policy effectively finds the 
natural frequency of remapping. We also use the analytic 
models to express the relationship between performance and 
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The problem of optimally assigning the modules of a 
parallel/pipelined program over the processors of a multiple 
computer system under certain restrictions on the interconnection 
structure of the program as well as the multiple computer system 
was considered. For a variety of such programs it is possible 
to find linear time if a partition of the program exists in 
which the load on any processor is within a certain bound. 
This method, when combined with a binary search over a 
finite range, provides an approximate solution to the 
partitioning problem. The specific problems considered were: a 
chain structured parallel program over a chain-like computer 
system, multiple chain-like programs over a host-satellite 
system, and a tree structured parallel program over a host-
satellite system. For a problem with m modules and n processors, 
the complexity of the algorithm is no worse than 0 (mnlog (W 
sub T/epsilon) ) , where W sub T is the cost of assigning all 
modules to one processor, and epsilon the desired accuracy. 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning 
architecture and development of computer networks for data 
communication systems. Data network design, operation, 
performance analysis, reliability, security, maintenance, and 
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distributed data communication networks are presented. 
Applications of data communication technology are included. 
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I FILE /I can be accessed ..;pon request 
I 
0 - 58 

I 
1ST LIBRARY "B" DATE: 09 / 14 / 89 
I 
SUBJECT MOOEUNG OF COMPUTER 
I COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS TITLE INTRODUCTION TO SIMULATION AND 
I 
SLAM II (2nd edition) 
I 
I 
AUTHOR(S) A. PRITSKER 
I 
I 
SYSTEMS PUBLISHING CORP., WEST PUBLISHER 
I DATE OF PUBLICATION 1984 PAGE NUMBER 
I 
FILE # can be accessed upon request 
SUBJECT MODELING OF COMPUTER 
I COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TITLE "SHIPNET: A Real-Time Local Area 
I Network For Ships" PROCEEDINGS OF 13th IEEE CONFERENCE ON LOCAL 
I 
COMPUTER NETWORKS 





DATE OF PUBLICATION 1988 
PAGE NUMBER 424 - 432 
I FILE # can be accessed upon request 
I 0- 6 0 
~ 1ST LIBRARY "B" DATE: 0 9 / 14 / 8 9 
I 
SUBJECT MODELING OF COMPUTER 
I COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TITLE "Performance Analysis of the FOOl 
I 







PUBLISHER DEPT. COMPUTER SCIENCE UVA 
I DATE OF PUBLICATION 1988 
PAGE NUMBER 
I FILE # can be accessed upon request 
I 
SUBJECT MODELING OF COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TITLE LOCAL NETWORKS 
I 
I 
I AUTHOR(S) w. STALLINGS 
I 
I 
I PUBLISHER ACM COMPUTING SURVEYS DATE OF PUBLICATION MARCH 1984 VOL 16 # 1 
I 
PAGE NUMBER 3 - 42 
FILE # can be accessed upon request 
I 0 - 6 1 
I 
1ST LIBRARY "B" DATE: 09 / 14 / 89 
I 
SUBJECT MODELING OF COMPUTER 
I COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TITLE "Evaluation of Real-Time Transport 
I 








PUBLISHER DEPT. OF COMPUTER SCIENCE UVA 
I DATE OF PUBLICATION 1988 
PAGE NUMBER 
I FILE # can be accessed upon request 
I 
SUBJECT MODELING OF COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TITLE A LOCAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK 
I BASED ON INTERCONNECTED TOKEN 
RINGS : A TUTORIAL 
I 
I AUTHOR(S) NSTROLE 
I 
I 
I PUBLISHER IBM JOURNAL ON RESEARCH AND DATE OF PUBLICATION 1983 VOL 27 #5 
I 
PAGE NUMBER 481 - 496 
FILE # can be accessed upon request 
I D- 62 

I 1ST LIBRARY "B" DATE: 0 9 / 14 / 89 
I 
SUBJECT MODEUNG OF COMPUlER 








PUBLISHER ACADEMIC PRESS 
I 
DATE OF PUBLICATION 1981 
PAGE NUMBER 
I 
FILE # can be accessed upon request 
SUBJECT MOD~LlNG OF COMPUTER 
I COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TITLE "A Real-Time Message System for 
I Token Ring Networks" TECHNICAL REPORT TR-88-08 
I 
I AUTHOR(S) A WEAVER M. COLVIN 
I 
I 
PUBLISHER DEPT. OF COMPUTER SCIENCE UVA 
I DATE OF PUBLICATION 1988 
PAGE NUMBER 
I FILE # can be accessed upon request 























































1 2 Jan 89 
Rome Air Development Center 
Object Oriented Battlefield Simulation 
Development 
Design and build a scenario-generation 
capability and implement a ground force on 
force model compatible with current 
simulation. 
RFP 10 days from publication of notice 
Technical POC-- Craig Anken 
RADC/COES 




315-330 - 3204 
18 Jan 89 
Naval Underwater Systems Center 
Quantita tive Evaluations of 
Engagements through use of SIM II 
Simulated 
Perform analyses/ evaluations, validate 
accuracy and identify strengths and 
weaknesses 
3 Apr 89 
Neg D' Gomes 


































19 Jan 89 
AFCMD/PKRA, Kirtland AFB 
Battlefield Simulation Support 
Theater level, man-in-the-loop battlefield 
simulation for an assessment of the utility 
of joint surveillance target attack radar 
system (STARS). 
23 Mar 89 
Eileen M. Murer 
AFCMD/ PKRA 
505-844-8514 
23 Jan 89 
AFDW Contracting Office , Andrews AFB 
C-31 Model Support and Data Base Development 
Specific tasks shall include: modelling of 
current strategic issues, data base 
development to support real time analysis in 
response to quick turn around issues, model 
documentation and validation and graphics 
software 
Carol Smith, Contract Specialist 
Jack E. Bynane, Contr. Officer 



































26 Jan 89 
Rome Air Development Center 
Distributed situation Development 
Develop a high level design of an ES that 
will support an automated situation 
assessment capability, the prediction of 
enemy courses of action, and the dynamic 
proactive tasking of friendly forces. 
Capt. David S. Blocker, Contr. Specialist 
315 -330-2203 
Lt. Glenn Fye, Program Mgr. 
315- 330-3175 
31 Jan 89 
Contracting Office, Naval Research Laboratory 
Battle Management System 
Requirement for a battle management systems 
project in support of four areas 
RFP closing 35 days after issuance 


























Closing/ Re sponse 
Date: 
Contact: 
3 Feb 89 
Rome Air Development Center 
Enemy Structure Modeling 
Design a data base for storage and analysis 
of enemy situational activities based on 
tables of equipment doctrine, tactics, and 
deployment to support R&D efforts. 
John C. Corbin Contr. Specialist 
315-330-3844 
James Papagni Program Mgr 
315-330-3175 
8 Feb 89 
DCA Center for Control and Command 
DCA· Demonstration and Technology Survey 
Program 
Technology survey and demonstration of 
mapping systems is planned 
10 days after notice 
Anne Bradel 
DCA/ C4S/ A510 



































17 Feb 89 
Directorate of Contracting, contracting Div, 
USAFB, Ft. Belvoir, For ARI, Ft Knox 
Research Support for Soldier Training and 
Performance Issues 
six Task Areas--third is developing prototype 
simulation software for table top simulators 
and d eveloping prototype hardware/software 
for soldier-in-the-loop networked simulators. 
Sol available on 3 Apr 89 
Gloria J Daws 
703-664-6301 x 40 
Contr. Officer 
Wm E. Campbell Jr. 
703-664-6031 x - 34 
6 Apr 89 
Defense Nuclear Agency 
Battlefield Information and Targeting System 
On e of the tasks is to demonstrate th e 
capability of the system to collect, monitor, 
and analyze statistics that would demonstrate 
the value of interfaces developed. 
Tim Sherer 


























Cl os ing/ Response 
Da te: 
Contact: 
10 Apr 89 
Naval Training Systems Center 
BAA--Experimental Developmental, Basic and 
Applied Research Work Opportunities at the 
office of PM TRADE and ARI. 
General in, nature, this BAA includes 
Engagement Simulation and Instrumentation, 
Simulation Networking, Battle Simulation, 
Embedded Training, etc 
Remains open until superseded. 
PM TRADE POC: 
Stan Goodma n 
407-380-816 5 
ARI POC 
Dr. Bruce Knerr 
407-380-4387 
10 Apr 89 
Naval Air Development Center 
Develop and Maintain Tactical Environment 
Simulation and Scoring Software 
Requirement includes developing real-time and 
faster than real time digital weapon system 
simulations to support air to air, air to 
surface, surface to air and surface to 
surface weapons training for training systems 
supported by the Naval Air Development 
Center. 
Due 31 May 89 
Contr. Off. 
































Ob j ect i ve: 
Contact : 
3 Ma y 89 
Kirtland Contracting Center, Kirtland AFB 
Computer Hardware and Software Operations , 
Maintenance and Simulat ion Development 
Primary purpose is to simulate a t t he 
exec ution level the Air Defense func ti ons of 
detection, trac king, identification , weapons 
allocation, enga g ement, weapons control , a nd 
kill a s sessment . 
Te chnica l contact 
Ma j Ma s on 
505-8 46-0 883 
16 May 89 
Rome Air Development Center 
Ground Attack Fighte r MDL Softwa r e (GAFMS II) 
Develop a n e w Ground Atta ck figh t er MDL 
Software prog ram to provide Foreign 
Tec hnology at Wright Patterson AFB OH , t h e 
c a pability to simula te a nd c o nduct system 
e ffec t iveness s tudie s on ai r ground attack 
tac t ica l fight e r mis s ions a nd est acft 
capa b i lities a nd pe rforma nce f or variou s 
missions in a hostil e env ironme nt. 
POC Nancy McCa nn 
315-330 - 7555 
Contr Spec 
James Maier 


























15 May 89 
AFDW CO/ CNX, Andrews AFB 
TAC Thunder Simulation Model 
Include in-house support for minor changes, 
debugging, assistance in study and wargame 
preparation and execution, documentation, 
training and installation, user group 
administration and configuration control. 
23 Jun 89 
POC Carol smith 
Contr Specialist 
Jack Bynane 
Cont r Officer 
301-981-2437 
2 Jun 89 
Defense Supply Service the Pentagon 
USACAA wargame & Political / Military (P/ M) 
Game Assistance 
For on-call assistance in conducting theater 
level wargaming on behalf of the US Army 
Concepts Analysis Agency using computer 
simulations 
Harry W. Shatto 
202 -6 95 -2563 
Edna M. Clark 
202-695-2564 
E-8 
0000098 
